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Unit-188
Translation of idioms, proverbs and culture specific terms
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

18.0

Objectives

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

This unit is about translation of idioms, proverbs and culture-specific
culture
terms.. After
going through the Unit the learners will be able to:
•

Know the meaning and nature of idioms and proverbs and their usage;

•

Perceive what is culture-specific
specific ad its importance in literary translation;

•

Understand how to find out the cotextual meaning of idioms and phrases;

•

Have an idea how to translate literature containing idioms, proverbs and
culture-specific
specific terms and expressions.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

18.1

Introduction

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

It is said that literature is the mirror of the society. Stories, novels, drama,
drama, poetry
poetry,
travelogues, memoirs, biographies, autobiographies and all other types of literature
give us an idea of the people, their culture, geographical features and history of the
concerned part of the world. By going through various literary texts we get a lot of
such knowledge about all these things while enjoying the inherent beauty
embedded in it.
Idioms and phrases make a language and its literature more enjoyable and effective
effective.
Besides, the
he feelings conveyed by the text become more impressive and have a
deep impact on the readers. The language becomes ornamental
ornamental. Idioms and
proverbs have historical roots, metaphorical meaning and deep relation with
culture.. The concept of some idioms and proverbs are easy to understand; but some
of them elude all our wisdom and knowledge.
Idioms are socio-cultural
cultural in nature and it is interesting to find how a particular
notion is communicated by an idiom in English and its corresponding expression in
Odia. For example, ‘To carry coal to Newcastle’ metaphorically means
means almost the
same as ‘େତଲି ଆ ମୁ େର େତଲ’’ in Odia; but they are quite differentt from literal point
of view. This Odia idiom literally means ‘to pour oil on the already well oiled head’
and the corresponding English idiom ‘to carry coal to a place called Newcastle,
where there are coal mines’.. Anyway, this idiom is used where someone gets some
undue benefit. This, however, does not mean that every idiomatic expression in
English has an equivalent in Odia. Proverbs are treated as idioms because of their
almost
ost fixed statue in form and order.
This Unit makes an attempt to discuss some aspects of idioms; their nature, variety,
peculiarity, and the problems they pose for the Odia speaking learners of English,
and translators. Therefore, a study of the nature and meaning of such idioms and
proverbs can facilitate better translation of such literary texts. We can better
understand the idioms and proverbs with a contrastive study both in Odia and
English.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

18.2

Idioms

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

18.2.1 Definition
While trying to translate an idiom, it is very essential that we understand its
contextual meaning correctly. It is therefore necessary that we study the concept
properly. Idioms mostly have cultural etymology (aêý_ô©ò) and hence it is very
difficult to define it. Several scholars
cholars have however tried to define it, but still none
of them is complete. Let’s examine some of such definitions:
Odisha State Open University
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The Oxford Dictionary: “peculiarity
peculiarity; peculiar phraseology; the form of speech
peculiar or proper to a people or country.” Further, it defines ‘idiomatic’ as::
“peculiar
peculiar to or characteristic of a particular language; pertaining to exhibiting the
expressions, constructions, or phraseology approved by the
he peculiar usage of a
language, especially as differing from a strictly grammatical or logical use of
words; vernacular; colloquial.”
Longman’s Dictionary: “aa phrase which means something different from the
the
meaning of the separate words.” E.g., to be ‘hard up’ means ‘to lack money’. In
Odia we usually say ‘KûùVAaû’ when someone tries to bargain more and more or
not to spend even on genuine necessities.
The Longman’s Dictionary of Idioms (1979):
(1979) “Idioms are invariable or fixed in
form or order in a way that makes them different from literal expressions. Because
they are metaphorical, one cannot usually discover their meaning by looking up
their individual words in an ordinary dictionary. Since they are more or less
invariable both in wording and in certain grammatical
grammatical ways, they cannot be
changed or varied in the way literal expressions are normally varied, whether in
speech or writing. These expressions, or idioms, tend to have other characteristics
in common, although they do not generally apply to every ca
case.
se. Most, but not all of
these expressions belong to informal spoken English rather than to formal written
English.”
an accepted phrase, construction or expression contrary to
Webster’s Dictionary: “an
the usual patterns of the language or having a meaning different from the literal.”
Self-check exercise-1
A. Fill in the blanks:
1. Idioms and phrases make a language and its literature more enjoyable and
effective.

2. Idioms and proverbs have historical roots, metaphorical meaning and deep
relation with culture.

3. The concept of some idioms and proverbs are easy to understand; but some of
them elude all our wisdom and knowledge.

4. While trying to translate an idiom, it is very essential that we understand its
contextual meaning correctly.
B. Translat e into Odia: (i) To carry coal to Newcastle, (ii) hard up
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

C. Give the definition of ‘idiom’ as given by the Webster’s Dictionary.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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18.2.2 Meaning, Nature and Usage of Idioms
(a) Invariableness: Metaphorical meaning and certain kinds of invariableness
are related to each other. This can be seen in two well-known
well
phrases:
(1)
(2)

Give up the ghost (to die) jõiû CWÿò~òaû, _âûYaûdê CWÿò~òaû
Spill the beans (to reveal something) K[û IMûkòaû

These meanings are quite different from the literal meanings of the words
used in the phrases. We cannot even substitute words that are close in
meaning in these phrases. ‘The man gave up the ghost’ means ‘the man
died’
ed’ but a substitution, such as ‘the man gave up the apparition’ (synonym
of ghost) or ‘the man released the ghost,’ tends to make the phrase literal,
and the idiomatic meaning is lost. One cannot make even simpler
substitutions. A noun may be replaced by a pronoun in a literal sentence, but
this cannot usually be done
one in an idiom without loss of the idiomatic
meaning. One may say literally, ‘he spilt the beans on the floor’.
We may consider yet another example. One may use an idiom in a sentence like:
He spilt the beans (i.e., revealed the secret) over my plans to find a new job..

In this case, we cannot say ‘he spilt them over my plans to find a new job’.
(b)Passivization is not always possible: Normally a transitive verb phrase can be
changed into passive. However, w
when one uses an idiom, some grammatical
operations like passivisation
isation are not always possible. It would sound quite
unnatural to say ‘at 3 O’clock the ghost was given up by the man’.
We cannot make other changes without losing the idiomatic meaning. For
example, one would not say ‘the men gave up the ghosts’. However,
passivization can take place in some cases such as ‘The idea was given up’
and ‘she was looked after by her sister’. A
Almost
lmost all idiomatic phrases fail in
one way or another to permit the usual grammatical operations which literal
phrases can permit.
(c) Idiomaticity is a matter of degree or scale: Idioms vary a great deal in
how metaphorical or invariable they are. In oth
other
er words, idiomaticity (the
quality of being idiomatic) is a matter of degree or scale. Thus, some of the
phrases we have been considering (He spilt
sp the beans) may be used in a
literal context or they may be used idiomatically.
Other phrases have noo liter
literal
al meaning at all and may only be used as
idioms, e.g. ‘till kingdom come’. Some idioms are completely fixed, e.g.
‘down and out’. Other idioms have a limited number of variants, e.g. ‘up to/
the / one’ss ears / eyes/ neck/ eyeball’ ((wholly concerned with something), or
is in someone’s bad books’ ((in disfavour with someone)
one) which has one
variant expressing the opposite meaning, ‘in someone’s good books’. Other
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idioms are very open and allow a large number of certain types of words
(e.g.. nouns) to be used in certain positions
positions.
(d) Relation between literal meaning of the words and metaphorical
meaning of the idiom cannot be established:
The metaphorical meaning of some idioms is easier to understand when one
knows how it developed. Where
Wherever
ver possible, historical explanations of the
idioms are given in some dictionaries. E.g., In idioms like ‘salt of the earth’’
and ‘blue blood’’ historical explanations can be found.
The historical explanation of ‘‘salt of the earth’ is as follows: someone who
is very honest, dependable etc. This has its root in the Bible: ‘Ye are the
salt of the earth’ and ‘but
but if the salt have lost his flavour,
f avour, wherewith will it
be salted?’ In Odia we can translate this idiom as ‘iZýaû\ú jeò½¦â’ orr
‘bìcò_êZâ’ etcetera.
In many cases, however, it is not possible to explain exactly the connection
between the literal words of an idiom, and the metaphorical meaning that
has developed. E.g., ‘aa fine kettle of fish’.
fish’. No exact connection between a
kettle filled with fish and the
the idiomatic meaning, ‘a confused or difficult
state of affairs’, has so far been found.
(e) Many of the idioms are almost full sentences: Many of the idioms are
almost full sentences. Only the subject need be added to make full sentences
of the verb phrases ‘give
give up the ghost’
ghost and ‘spill the beans’, Other types of
idioms function like particular parts of speech. An idiomatic noun phrase,
for example, will often function in a sentence in the same way a noun
would, as subject, object or complement. Thus the idiomatic noun phrase
‘the salt of the earth’ will normally be used as a complement, as in ‘he is the
salt of the earth’.
(f) Some idioms can also be used in literal as well as idiomatically:
Common
ommon idioms can be interpreted either as figurative (metaphorical) or as
literal expressions as context demands. Someone may ‘kick
‘
the bucket’ (die)
because of an illness, or may practically kick the bucket the length of the
barn. Also context can make it ambiguous whether a phrase should be
interpreted as figurative or as literal, as in the sentence
sentence:
“His wife was stunned when farmer Ramu kicked the bucket (died)”.
”.

KéhK eûcêe _âûYaûdê CWÿò~òaû ùù\Lò Zû’ Èú jZPKòZ ùjûAMfûö
This sentence can also be interpreted literally as KéhK eûcê aûfÖòKê

fûZcûeòaû ù\LòLò Zû’ Èú jZPKòZ ùjûAMfûö
We can use the idiom ‘bury the hatchet.’ Variously:
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(1) Literal use: To prepare for the scavenger hunt:
hunt Linda decided to hide the
mirror under a flower pot, put the plate under the porch, and bury the
hatchet behind the house.
(2) Ambiguous use: To symbolize the end of the dispute:
The two men decided to dig
dig a hole and bury the hatchet once and for all.
(3) Figurative (metaphorical) use:
Eventually the two men decided their argument was silly and that they
should bury the hatchet once and for all.
(4) Non idiomatic control:
The woodsman forgot to take the hatchet when he went camping. In this
case the idiom is broken and only the cue word (hatchet) has been used.
This is not an idiom.
(g) Another important fact which indicates that the relation of morphemes
(cìkg±, cìk]ûZê) to the meaning is not a simple one
one. There is the existence in
every language combinations of morphemes which have a meaning either
completely unrelated to the meanings
mea
of their individual parts including
something more than the simple sum of these meanings. Such expressions
may be called idioms, and the phenomenon may be called idiomaticity.
Most idioms are complex lexemic signs, being composed of more than one
lexon. A few examples from English are as follows:
(i) ‘Red herring’ could refer to a particular kind of fish having a ruddy
colour, but as an idiom it means ‘a phony issue raised to distract
attention’ and thus is treated by speakers as a unit having no relation to
the individual meaning of its parts.
(ii) ‘Come down with’(@ûKââû« ùjaû),, as in ‘Hari came down with smallpox’,
has the meaning ‘contact’ (a disease). It contrasts with its literal
counterpart, seen in ‘Algernon came down with the crayons’.
(iii)‘Kick the bucket’ as an idiom means ‘die’ in contrast to the literal ‘strike
the pail with one’s foot’.
’. Note that ‘The cow kicked the bucket’ could be
ambiguous, in that it could have either the literal or the idiomatic
meaning.
(iv) ‘Woodpecker’’ is an idiom despite the fact that woodpeckers do indeed
peck wood. The idiom refers not to just
just any bird or other animal which
happens to peck wood at one time or another but to a specific group of
species. Furthermore baby woodpeckers do not peck wood until they
have learned to do so, but they are nevertheless woodpeckers.
(v) ‘Madison
Madison Square Garden
Garden’ is an example of a name which may have
originally been descriptive but has now been institutionalized. The
present garden in the usual sense. Even if we admit the sense ‘athletic
Odisha State Open University
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arena of a certain kind’ for ‘garden’ and even if the term were used to
refer
fer to such a garden at Madison Square, it would still be an idiom if it
were an institutionalized proper name rather than a mere description,
Madison Square, incidentally, is itself an idiom like most complex
geographic names.
(h) Emotions and feelings: There are some idioms which stand for emotions
and feelings.
‘He nearly fell off his chai
chairr when they told him the news
(surprised).’
It is quite likely that he did not even move his chair, and it is possible that
he was not sitting in a chair at all. In these idioms the meaning is often
specific to English speaking countries. In this and in other idioms the action
referred to may never really happen. Let’s see these examples:
Wash
ash my hands of it:
it (Ijeò~òaû) It does not mean that the speaker
really performs
rms the action.
Stick
tick one’s chin out
out: (aòùeû] _â\gð^ Keòaû) To show opposition to
something. This same action, in other countries, may be a sign of
agreement, a way of saying ‘no’ etc.
A translator should be very careful in interpreting such idioms. S/he should
be aware of the danger of translating such phrases as word for word.
(i) Some idioms consist of pairs
airs of words joined by ‘and’/ ‘or’: A large
number of idioms consist of pairs of words joined by ‘and or ‘or’. Many of
them function
nction as a part of speech.
It was raining cats and dogs
dogs: heavy rain (cìhkû]ûe ahûð)
Here ‘cats and dogs’ functions as an adverb. Many of such phrases cannot
be reversed. For example:
Go / be at hammer and tongs
tongs: (to quarrel, fight, or argue loudly).
One cannot reverse the pair of nouns and say ‘they were going at each other
tongs and hammer’.
(j) A number of idiomatic verb phrases have the pronoun ‘it’ as a fixed part of
the idiom. The pronoun does not refer to a word coming before it as it
normally does.. Two such examples are ‘snuff it’ (die), and ‘live it up’ (to
to
have an exciting time).
(k) A large number of idioms, which compare a quality, condition, action etc.
with a noun are like: as easy as pie (very easy); as black as a kettle (very
very
black).
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(l) Certain verbal idioms (e.g. ‘work like a horse’)
horse’) are also similes and function
in a similar way to the adjective phrases:
Wee all worked like horses and finished the work before the scheduled time.
18.2.3 Idioms containing prepositions:
Let us consider English prepositions in
idioms (multi –word
word verbs and proverbs)
that are termed ‘idiomatic preposition’
which form the core. Passing references,
however, are made to idioms in general.
general
We will study and analyse the idiomatic
prepositions and their contrastive study in
relation to their Odia equivalents in this
unit.. A sample of idiomatic multi-word
multi
verbs,, and the prepositions in them are
given in the adjacent table.

Idiomatic

Prepositions

multi – word verbs

used

Hanker after

After

Harp on

On

Hear of

Of

Imbue with

With

Jump to

To

Keep from

From

Lay for

For

Level at

At

Lie beyond

Beyond

Profit by / from

By / from

Pass through

Through

Self-Check Exercise-2

A. Fill in the blanks:

1. Some of the phrases may be used in a

___________________

context or they may be used

_________________________.

2. Historical explanations of some idioms are given in some ________________________.
3. The metaphorical meaning of some idioms is easier to understand when one knows
how it _______________________________.

4. When one uses an idiom, some grammatical operations like the formation of the
___________________________

are not possible in all cases.

B. Give Odia equivalents of the following idioms and proverbs along with their literal
meaning:
kick the bucket ___________________________________________________
_____________________________come down with__________ ____________________
_______________________________________________

Spill the beans __________________________________________ ________________

C. Translate into Odia:

1. His mother was ill since a month, and finally she gave up the ghost last night.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. I could not go to you because it was raining cats and dogs the whole day.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3.

Mr. Ramesh cannot be involved in such illegal deeds; he is the salt of the
earth.____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

__________________

_________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

18.3 Proverbs
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

18.3.1 What is a Proverb: As defined in the Concise Oxford Dictionary, 10th
Edition, “A proverb is a short pithy saying in general use, stating a general
truth or piece of advice.”(pro:
.”(pro: put forth+ verbum ‘word’.
Proverbs are treated as
Prepositions
idiomatic because they Proverbs
are more or less fixed When in Rome do as the Romans do
in
in
nature.
Hence
A bad workman quarrels with his tools with
preposition
in
A bird in the hand is worth two in the
in
proverbs are also
bush
termed idiomatic. A
sample of some proverbs and the prepositions used in them are given in the
adjacent table.
18.3.2 Types of Verbs: Verbs
rbs can be divided into
into:
(1) single word verbs as in: John called the man (R^þ ùfûKUòKê WûKòfû)
(2) multi-word verbs,
s, which are phrasal verbs: John called up the man
(R^þ ùfûKUòKê WKûAfû)
(3) prepositional verbs e.g. John called on the man (R^þ ùfûKUòKê iûlûZ Kfû)
(4) Phrasal prepositional verbs: John put up with the man (R^þ
R^þ ùfûKUòKê ijý Kfû)
The above-mentioned
mentioned sentences are superficially similar to the following
sentences in consisting of verbs and prepositional phrases
phrases; but are different in
many respects from them:
(5) John called from the office (R^þ Kû~ðýûkdeê WûKòfû/ ù`û^þ Kfû)
(6) John called after lunch (R^þ
R^þ c¤ûjÜ ùbûR^ _ùe WûKòfû/ ù`û^þ Kfû)
(7) John called from under the table (R^þ ùUaêf Zkê WûKòfû)
In the first set (1–4) the adverbial or prepositional particle (up, on, up, with)
forms a semantic (@[ð_ì‰ð) unit with the verb; in the second set (5–7),, the
prepositional particle (from,
from, after, from, under) is more closely connected with
the head of the prepositional phrase.
(a) Semantic criteria:
The semantic unity in phrasal and prepositional verbs (1–4, the first set above)
can often be manifested by substitution with a single-word
single
verb, for example,
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visit for ‘call
call on’, summon for ‘call up’ , omit for ‘leave out’, see for ‘look at’
etc.
Furthermore,
more, phrasal and prepositional verbs often have composite meanings
which are not normally deducible from their parts, for example:
Make out = understand; take in = deceive; come by = obtain.
The terms ‘phrasal’ and ‘prepositional’ verbs are not however restricted to such
idiomatic combinations. We can distinguish three sub-classes
sub classes within the first set
(where it will be convenient to refer to both the adverbial and prepositional
element as ‘particle’):
individu lexical
cal meanings, as in look
(a) The verb and the particle keep their individual
over (inspect), set up (organize).
organize). The individuality of the components
appears in possible contrastive substitutions :
Bring in, take out, turn on,, switch off
(b) The verb alone keeps its basic lexical meaning and the particle has an
‘intensifying’ function:
‘Find out’ = (discover’, sweep (up) the crumbs, spread (out the rug)
(c) The verb and the particle are fused into a new idiomatic combination, the
meaning of which is not deductibl
deductible from its parts, for example: bring up =
educate, come by= obtain, put off=post
off=
pone,
e, turn up= appear, come in for=
received.
In such combinations there is no possibility of contrastive substitution.
substitution
There
here are no pairs such as ‘bring up / down, put off / on, give
give up / down,
give in / out,’ etc. for this sub class. The adverbial, lexical values of the
particles have been lost, and the entire verb – particle combination has
acquired a new meaning.
In some cases the same verb
verb–particle combination can belong to more than
one sub class with a corresponding difference in meaning:
John
went into

the house (literal meaning)

R^þ NebòZeKê Mfû

the problem (figurative meaning)

R^þ iciýû iµKðùe Pò«û Kfû

John put
up with
Mary

stay with

R^þ ùceú ijòZ ejòfû/aûi Kfû

tolerate

R^þ ùceúKê (aýajûe aû C_iÚòZòKê) ijòfû

(b) Passivization
The syntactic similarity of verbs in the first (1–4) can be seen in their
acceptance of passivization :
Odisha State Open University
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first set:

The man was

second set:

Called up
Called on
Put up with
Lunch was called after
The table was called from under
The office was called from

In the passive, the verbs of the first set behave
b
identically with single–word
word
transitive verbs (The
The man was called), whereas the verbs of the second set
do not admit of the passive. Note tha
that ambiguous combinations like ‘put
put up
with’ take the passive only when they have the figurative meaning:
Mary couldn’t easily be put up with (= tolerate, but not ‘stay with’)
(c) Samples of multi-word
word verbs
Multi-word
word verbs are very numerous, and we can only give a short list for
each verb class. The words in parenthesis illustrate or gloss their meanings.
Phrasal Verbs

Prepositional verbs

Back up (somebody)

Add to (the bill)

Blow up (a ship)

Allow for (delays)

Break off (our relations)

Apply for (a post)

Bring about (a change)

Approve of (an action)

Bring up (children)

Attend to (the matter)

Burn up (a house)

Care for (somebody)

Catch on (understand)

Comment on (the results)

Draw up (a contract)

Conform to (a standard)

Fill out (a form)

Congratulate (someone)on(his exam)

Find out (a secret)

Consent to (the proposal)

Get over (an idea)

Cure (somebody)of (a disease)

Give up (surrender)

Enlarge on (a topic)

Make out (understand)

Hind at (other possibilities)

Make up (a story)

Insist on (coming)

Pass over(a question)

Live on (a small salary)

Pull up (‘stop’)

Object to (something)

Put (an idea)across

Part with (something)

Put off (an answer)

Refer to (a dictionary)

See (somebody) off

Resort to (violence)

Turn off (the light)

Run for (president)

Turn up (at a meeting)

Take to (drink)
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(d) Examples of Phrasal-prepositional
prepositional Verbs
Verbs: Break in on (somebody’s
conversation),
Catch up on (my reading), Catch up on
(‘investigate’), Come down with (a cold), Come up with (the idea), Cut
down on (expense).
It is useful to distinguish between the adverbial and prepositional use of the
particles because the intonation of the sentence is different:
He took three hours to climb up. (adverb):
(adverb) ZûKê PXÿòaûKê Zò^ò N<û fûMòfûö
He is climbing up the mountain. (preposition)
(preposition): ùi _ûjûWÿ C_eKê PXÿêQòö
But notice that in such sentences as this next one, ‘up’ is an adverb in both
cases in spite of its position:
He is counting his money up: ùi Zû’ Uuû MYòaûùe fûMòQò/ MYêQò
He is counting up his money: ùi Zû’ Uuû (gúNâ gúNâ) MYò_KûCQòö
When used with verbs of movement,
with or without objects, there is
generally no difficulty in understanding
the meaning of the phrasal verb if the
meaning of the adverb particle is known.
A few examples are given in the adjacent
table.

They

Go
Come
Jump
Walk
Swim
Hurry
Run

In
Out
Away
Back
Down
Up
off

Apart from their general
neral meaning the particles may have several other
meanings. Viz.:
(1). Up: Apart from its general meaning
of ‘in an upward direction’, the
particle ‘up’ has several other
meanings:
(i) With
verbs
erbs
‘approach’; e.g.,

of

movement,

I

Turn
Put
Bring
Throw
Carry
Push
lay

I dashed up to him and shook hands. Note that in these
cases ‘up’ is frequently followed by the preposition
‘to’. The phrase ‘up to’ means ‘as far as’ and is a
compound preposition. Some other verbs that can
collocate (commonly placed together) with ‘up to’ to
form phrasal verbs are ‘run’, ‘walk’, ‘sail’, ‘rush’
etcetera.
(ii) Completion: Consider these two sentences:

something

Run
Walk
Sail
Rush
Go
March
Drive
Swim
come

In
Out
Back
Off
Away
Up
on

up

to

You will never get rich if you don’t save: i*d ^Kùf Zêùc ]^ú ùjûA_ûeòa ^ûjóö

They have saved up enough money to go for a holida
holiday:

QêUò KûUòaû _ûAñ ùicûù^ ~ù[Á Uuû i*d KeòiûeòQ«òö
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In the second sentence ‘up’ implies that the saving is complete enough
for a definite purpose. ‘Up’ can collocate with the following verbs to
indicate completion. A few examples are given here:
Finish up, Drink up, Burn up, Dry up, Tear up, Save up, Wake up,
up
Wash up, Cut up, Fill up,
up Tie up, Use up etc.
(2). Down: Apart from its general meaning of ‘in a downward direction’,
‘down’ has these other meanings:
(i).

Completion of destruction: Someone has watered down all
the whisky, it’s undrinkable.

Similarly, we can have other phrasal verbs such as: burn down, pull
down, cut down, tear down, fall down, tone down, knock down,
break down, raze down etcetera to indicate completion of some
action.
(ii).

Similarly we can hav
have phrasal verbs like Put down, Copy
down, Write down, and Take down etcetera to indicate
writing.

(3). Out: Apart from its general meaning of ‘from the interior to the
exterior’, the particle ‘out’ has several other meaning:
(i).‘Clearness
‘Clearness and loudness’ with verbs off speaking, writing,
drawing: Please copy out this article before lunch. c¤ûjÜ ùbûR^ _ìaðeê

Gjò ùfLûUòKê CZûeò ^ò@ö
So also we have phrasal verbs like ‘short out, speak out, read out ,
call out , shriek out , mark out, draw out, write out , set out etcetera
to indicate clarity and / or loudness of action.
(ii).
sudden action: War has broken out between both countries.
countries
\êA ù\gg c¤ùe ~ê¡ fûMòMfûYòö
(iii). Disappearance, vanishing: I am going to wipe out all words
on the blackboard. cêñ Kkû_Uûùe ùfLû[ôaû iaê g± fòbûA ù\aûKê ~ûCQòö
Some more such phrasal verbs are ‘wipe out’, ‘go out’, ‘wear out’,
‘die out’, ‘fade out’, ‘put out
out’.
(iv).

Distribution: Mr. Jones, will you hand out the textbooks?
‘Give out’, ‘share out’, ‘pay out’, are some such words.

(v).
Expansion and projection: The policeman put out his right
hand to stop the traffic.
Some such other phrasal verbs are ‘stick out, hold out, pull out, point
int
out, jut out, stretch out
out, hand out, and reach out.’
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(4). Off: Apart from its general meaning of ‘from the surface or top of’, the
particle has these other meanings:
The aeroplane
plane took off at six O’clock. CWÿûRûjûRUò Q@Uûùaùk aòcû^NûUú QûWÿòfûö

He shook the ants off his sleeve.
sleeve ùi ^òR iûUð jûZeê _òµìWÿòMêWÿòKê SûWÿòù\fûö
Peel off the outer skin before you eat them. ùiMêWÿòKê LûAaû_ìaðeê

ùiMêWÿòKeê ùPû_û / (aûjûe PcWÿû) QWÿûA^ò@ö
Some such other phrasal verbs are: set off, push off, pass off , cool
off, die off , drive off,
off hurry off , fly off , go off, turn off, switch off,,
wear off, give off etcetera.
(5). On: Apart from its general meaning of ‘on the surface of’, this particle
‘on’ has two other meanings:

(i) Progression and continuation: You must carry on with your work till
the teacher returns. gòlK ù`eòaû _~ðý« Zêùc ^òR ^òRe Kûc Keê[ôaö
Some such other phrasal verbs are ‘read on, come on, keep on, get on,
drive on, carry on,, walk on, go on, hurry on’

(ii) Attachment: She sewed on all his buttons for him. ùi Zû’e iaê
ùaûZûc fMûAù\fûö
Some such other phrasal verb
verbs are ‘stick on, screw on, put on, pin on ,
nail on, switch on, hang on, fasten on, turn on, tie on, fix on etcetera.’
(6) Over: Apart from its general meaning of ‘from one side to the other’ the
particle ‘over’ has the meaning of ‘consideration and inspection’;
’; viz.:
think over, look over,, read over, talk over, and go over etcetera.
(e) Complex verbs are idiomatic combinations of a verb and adverb, a verb
and preposition or verbs with both adverb and preposition. They cause
difficulties for non-native
native students and translators because of their meaning
and grammar. Many verbs in English can be used together with an adverb
or preposition, and are straightforward to use and understand, as in, for
example:
The girl walked along the road
road. (Verb+ prep)
He opened the door and looked inside
inside. (Verb+adv.)
Often, however, a verbal combination (verb + adv
adv, verb + prep, verb + adv
+ prep) can have not only its normal meaning but can also mean somethingg
different. The combination of ‘hold’ and ‘up’, for example can be used with
normal meaning. For example:
Hold
ld up your right hand and repeat these words for me.
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But it can also
so have a completely different meaning: ‘to stop by force in
order to rob’, as in:
The criminals held up the train and stole all the passengers’ money.
Here the meaning of the expression cannot be guessed from the verb alone.
So it is an example of a complex verb. Thus, complex verbs are idiomatic
combinations.
The following are the three types of complex verbs. The first type has a verb
followed by an adverb:
The old lady was taken in ((deceived) by the salesman.
The second type of complex verb has verb followed by a preposition:
She set about making a new dress.
The third type of complex verb has a verb followed by an adverb and a
preposition;
I can’t put up with (bear or suffer) him; he’s always complaining.

cêñ @ûC Zû’ K[û ijò_ûeòaò^ò, ùi iaêùaùk PêMêfò KeêQòö
Some complex verbs such as ‘depend on’ or ‘despair of
of,’ the verb, in spite
of always having the same meaning, can be used only with a certain
preposition when used in combination. We cannot say ‘depend from’ or
‘depend with’.
(i)

Bring home to= to persuade (someone) to believe (something)
You must bring home to John where the difficulty lies:
@iêaò]û ùKCñVò @Qò, ùiK[û Zêùc R^þKê aêSûA ù\aû CPòZö

(ii)

A trained dog can act as a guide to a blind person.
ùMûUòG Zûfòc _âû¯ KêKêe RùY @§ ùfûKKê aûU KXÿûAù^A _ûeòaö

(iii)

Come across as = to seem to be (judging by behavior )
He comes across as being very sincere.
ùi RùY ^òÂûaû^þ ùfûKbkò RYû_WÿêQ«òö

(iv)

Depend on = to trust; be sure of (someone or something)
It depends on the map
map. Gjû ^Kèû C_ùe ^òbðe Kùeö

(v)

Get round to = to find time for (something) especially after delay.
The committee will get round to your suggestion after they have
dealt with urgent business. iaê Reêeú Kûc ZêUûAaû _ùe ~ûA KcòUò Zêc _âÉûa
C_ùe aòPûe Keò_ûùeö
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(vi)

Lead to:
It’s sleeping late in the morning that leads to missing the bus.

aiþ ]eò^_ûeòaû iKûùk ùWeò _~ðý« ùgûAaûe `kö
(vii)

Pick on: to choose (someone)
someone) for a purpose, often unpleasant.
The examiners can pick on any student to answer questions.

_âgÜ MêWÿòKe C©e ù\aû_ûAñ
aû_ûAñ _eúlKcûù^ ù~ùKøYiò QûZâKê aûQò _ûe«òö
(viii)

Keep on at: too repeatedly tell (someone to do something)
She kept on at me to buy her a new coat.

Zû _ûAñ ^ì@û ùKûUþ KòYòaûKê ùi ùcûùZ aûe´ûe Kjê[ûG/ ùcû ijòZ ùNûhû fMûA[ûGö
(ix)

Result in: to have (something)
something) as a result in (something) at the end.
The quarrel resulted in his mother leaving the house.

KkòZKeûke `kÊeì_ Zûu cû’ Ne QûWÿò PûfòMùfö
(x)

Keep from: to prevent or delay (someone or something) from
(something or doing something).
Don’t let me keep you from going out. ZêcKê aûjûeKê ~òaûKê aûeY KeòaûKê

ùcûùZ aû¤ Ke^ûö
(xi)

Put up to: to encourage; give (someone) the idea of doing
(something) usually wrong.
I know who put him up to cheating.

^Kf KeòaûKê/VKòaûKê ZûKê KòG CÄûCQò, cêñ RûYòQòö
(xii)

Regard as : to consider ((someone or something) to be (something)
They regarded him as foolish/ their enemy.

ùicûù^ ZûKê ùaûKû/ gZî cù^ Keê[ôùfö
Some complex
omplex verbs consisting of a verb and an adverb (phrasal verbs) are
‘give up’, ‘give in’, ‘point out’, ‘figure out’, ‘fit up’, ‘leave off’ and ‘let
through.’
In Odiaa complex verbs do not occur. This is one reason why Odia speaking
English learners do not feel at eease in using the English complex-verbs.
verbs. As
has already been pointed out that in almost all cases the meaning of the
complex verb cannot be predicted by looking at the individual meanings of
its components. Secondly, some combinations like ‘be behind’ (V + prep)
are used both in the literal sense and in the idiomatic sense. For example ‘be
behind’ in its literal sense means ‘to be placed at
at the back’ and idiomatically
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it means ‘to provide a reason for something’ or ‘to be less advanced than
something or somebody’:
clock. (literal) Zêc PòVòMêWÿòK N<û _Qùe @Qòö
i. Your letters are behind the clock
ii. What’s behind his offer? Zûu _âÉûa _Qùe Kò ejiý/CùŸgý @Qò?(figurative meaning)
iii. Your grandfather’s ideas are a long way behind those of to
to-day. (idiomatic)

Zêc ùRùRaû_ûu aòPûeiaê ajêZ _êeêYûKûkò@ûö
18.3.3 Miscomprehension due to Common errors in the use of complex verbs:
Lack of exact and adequate knowledge of the complex verbs often leads to
miscomprehension. The translator has to be careful about such mistakes that the
text in the source language may have. Some of such common errors can be cited
as follows:
Correct

Incorrect

Fill in the form

fill up the form

Look after

erroneously meant as ‘looking at something.’

Hard up

erroneously associated with ‘hardness.’

As it has already been pointed out, Odia
language has no complex-verbs
verbs such as
idiomatic V + prep, V + adv or V + adv +
prep structures. We can, however, find their
verb equivalents in Odia. The adjacent table
gives a list of English complex verbs and
their Odia verb equivalents.

Put on

Wear, _ò§òaû

Call on

iûlûZ Keòaû

Abide by

obey, cû^òaû

Be at

attack, @ûKâcY

Insist on

\ûaò Keòaû

Listen to

obey, cû^òaû; Hear, gêYòaû

Now-a-days many complex-verbs
verbs are also Reconcile with
used as ‘compound’ nouns / adjectives. For Refrain from
example, ‘Knock out’ (verb), for example, is Teem with
used as a compound noun and ‘cast off’ Tinge with
(verb) is used as a compound adjective. The
meaning(s) and usage (s) of some frequent compound noun
Odia equivalents are given below.
Complex verbs

Complex nouns / adjectives

Keòaû

_ê’Yò iûw ùjaû
_âZòùeû] Keòaû
_eò_ì‰ð ùjaû
E¬òZKeòaû
/ adj
adjectives
ectives and their

Odia
Equivalents

Look on: Why do you Looker
Looker-on (n)= spectator.
ଦଶନ (n)
merely look on football I did not take part in the game : I was
instead of playing?
merely a looker-on
Break out: Cholera
broken out in our city.

has Break – out (n): People are afraid of ହଠାତ
break--out of cholera.
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Break down: Overworking Break down (n): Very hard work was ନ େହବା
broke-down Mr. Dey.
responsible for Mr. Dey’s nervous
breakdown.
A walk
walk-over (n) = an easy victory ସହଜେର ପରା
without (much) opposition: Our team had
କରିବା
a walk-over
walk
last Saturday.
Knock out: His opponent Knock
Knock-out (adj.): He suddenly gives his
was knocked out within opponent a knock-out.
knock
minutes.
A knock-out:
knock
He won by a knock-out.
Walk over

ପରା କରିବା

Some more of the very frequent compound adjectives / nouns derived from
complex verbs are as follows:
a black – out (n)

a state of complete darkness when every light is extinguished
or concealed. aäûKþ @ûCUþ

a break-through an advance past the enemy’s line of defence. gZîe aìýj ùb\
(n)
a build-up (n)

a concentration of forces.

call-up (n)

a summons for military service WûKeû

cast-off (adj)

Rejected LûeR

a close – up (n)

a picture taken with the object very near the camera. @ûL-_ûL

a come –back (n)

a return (to action, boxing etc.) _âZýûa©ð^

a cut-out (n)

a picture cut from a paper. KUþ@ûCUþ

a drawback (n)

a disadvantage. @iêaò]û

a fall off (n)

a decree

a flash-back (n)

a scene (usually in a film) in the past by way of explanation
or commentary. iáZòPûeY

a frame-up (n)

a trick to make an innocent person seem guilty. c^MXÿû KûjûYú

a go-between (n)

an intermediary. c]ýiÚò

(a)Grown-up
(n),(adj)

(an) adult. _âû¯ adÄ, iûaûkK

a hang-over (n)

the
he after effect of being intoxicated. ^ògûe _âbûa

a hide-out (n)

a place for hiding. Mê¯ @ûWØû,

a hold -up (n)

a forcible detention of people. @UK
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a lay-off (n)

a time when a person is unemployed. Lûfò icd

a let-out (n)

an excuse. aûjû^û

a passer-by (n)

Several passers
passers-by witnessed the accident. GKû aûUù\A

~ûC[ôaû aýqò
a runner - up (n)

a person,, or an animal, or a thing which comes second in a
race or competition. \êA^´e _âZòù~ûMú,

a send-off (n)

a denomination of farewell and good wishes for a journey.

aò\ûd i´¡ð^û
a set-back (n)

a reverse, a check. aû]û

a stand -by (n)

a person or thing one can rely on for support. ^òbðeù~ûMý

ijûdK
a stand-in (n)

a substitute. aòKÌ

a stop-over (n)

a brief stay at a place during a journey. ùWeû, iõlò¯ ejYò

a try-out (n)

a test. _eúlû

a turn-out (n)

Gathering, output. bòWÿ,

a turnover (n)

1. The total amount of sales. Kûeaûe 2. An upset aò_~ðýd

Self-Check Exercise-3
A. Give a one-sentence
sentence definition of ‘proverb’.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

B. Give one-word substitutionin
in in English and Odia equivalents of the following:
call up, leave out, look at, make
ake out
out, turn on, switch off, put off, turn up, appear.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

C. Translate into Odia:
(1) The teacher called up the naughty boy

_______________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______

(2) Rani put up with her husband in spite of the atrocities inflicted
inflicte upon her
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________

(3) I called on my friend in the hospital.
hospital ___________________________________________________________________
___________
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

18.4 Understanding Idioms and Proverbs
_______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________

18.4.1 Understanding by the use of Prepositions:
Prepositions in English Proverbs are not as problematic as those in complex verbs
because conceptually they do not vary to any considerable extent. In most cases,
cases, in
proverbs, they mean the same as in normal (unidiomatic) expressions. For example
the preposition ‘to’ before the word ‘Newcastle’ in ‘To carry coal to Newcastle’
does not give any specific meaning. Thus this does not modify the proverb
semantically (related to its meaning) or conceptually in the sense ‘in’ does inn the
complex verb ‘taken in’ (deceived).
deceived). Other such proverbial prepositions (under
(under-scribed) show this point:
1. When in Romee do as the Romans do. ù~ ù\ùg ~ûA ùi `k LûA
2. People who live in glass house should not throw stones. KûPNùe ejê[ôaû

ùfûK @^ý @ûWÿKê ùUKû `òwòaû @^êPòZþ
3. To rub salt on the green wound. KUû Nû@ûùe Pì^ ùaûkòaû
4. To shoot in the dark. @§ûe Nùe aûWÿò aêfûAaû
5. Too much of anything is good for nothing. @Zò ùf´ê Pò_êWÿòùf _òZû
6. To fish in troubled waters. KuWÿûKê ùMûkò@û _ûYò iêjûG/ _eòiÚòZòe _ûA\û CVûAaû
7. A bad workman quarrels with his tools. ^ûPò ^RûYò @MYû auû
8. To add fuel to the fire. ^ò@ûñùe Nò@ Xûkòaû
9. A prophet is not honored in his community. Mûñ K^ò@û iòxûYò^ûKú
Odia speaking English learners and translators sometimes commit a typical
mistake which
ch can be traced back to the Vibh
Vibhakti (aòbqò) system (post-positions) of their language:
He will be angry on/upon
upon me: ùi ùcû C_ùe eûMòaö
18.4.2 Understanding Idioms With Reference To the Prepositions:
Prepositions
One of the problems of understanding, remembering and aptly using
idiomatic expression such as complex verbs arises from the many possible
collocations of verbs with prepositions and adverbs. Let us take, for
example, the verb ‘put’. It can collocate with such prepositions or adverbs
as ‘up’,
’, ‘out’, ‘to’, ‘off’, ‘on’ etcetera to form complex verbs.
Anyone who opposes the King will be put to death. eûRûuê aòùeû]

Keê[ôaû ùfûKKê cûeò\ò@û~òaö
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The meeting was put off indefi
indefinitely. ibû @^ò½òZ Kûk _ûAñ iÚMòZ ùjfûö
We have to put up with all odds of life.
life @ûcKê Rúa^e iaê _âZòKìk

_eòiÚòZòKê iûcÜû KeòaûKê / ijòaûKê _Wÿòaö
Further, most phrasal structures such as ‘put to’ may be complex verbs as
well as literal elsewhere (and henc
hence non-idiomatic).
She put a finger to her lips to signal silence
silence. (‘Put to’ is literal and
non-idiomatic). ùi _ûUòùe @ûwêVò eLò Pê_þ ejòaûKê iùuZ ùù\ùfö
They abide by the rule. ùicûù^ ^òdc cû^«ò/ cû^ò Pk«òö
The rule by which they abide was framed during the British regime.

ùicûù^ cû^ê[ôaû @ûA^ AõùeR @ckùe Zò@ûeò ùjûA[ôfûûö
You must abide by the results of your mistakes. Zêùc ^òR bêfe

`kû`kKê cû^òòù^aû CPòZö
Account for:
The employee accounted for the mistake. KcðPûeú ^òR bêf _ûAñ ùK÷`òdZþ ù\ùf/
ùf/

lZò_ìeY ù\ùfö
The mistake was accounted for by the employee. bêf _ûAñ KcðPûeúu \ßßûe

ùK÷`òdZ/ lZòò_ìeY \ò@ûMfûö
What did the employee account for? KcðPûeú KûjóKò ùK÷`òdZ/ lZò_ìeY ù\ùf?
Admit to:
We admitted the students to the tenth class. @ûùc QûZâcû^uê \gc ùgâYúùe ^ûc

ùfLûAfêö
The patient was admitte to the hospital
hospital. ùeûMúKê WûqeLû^ûùe b©òð KeûMfûö
Agree on / upon / about:
I agree entirely with him. cêñ Zûu ijòZ iµì‰ð bûaùe GKcZ
GKcZö
The man with whom I agree is very wise. cêñ GKcZ ùjûA[ôaû aýqò RYK aê¡òcû^þö
Who do I agree with? cêñ Kûjû ijòZ GKcZ?
They have agreed upon
on fighting the evil in the country. ùicûù^ ù\gùe
gùe

@^ýûd-@^úZò
@^úZò aòeê¡ùe fùXÿA KeòaûKê ^ò¿©ò ù^AQ«òö
Go back:
They went back. ùicûù^ ù`eòMùfö
Go back, the bomb may explode now.
now ù`eò~û@, ùaûcûUò Gùa `êUò~ûA_ûùeö
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It is idiomatic in ‘Let
Let us go back to w
what the Chairman was saying’. @ûùc

@¤l cùjû\d
d Kjò[ôaû K[ûKê ù`eò~òaûö
I missed the train and had to go back on the bus
bus. ùUâ^þ ]eò^_ûeòaûeê ùcûùZ aiþ

\ßûeû ù`eòaûKê ùjfûö
But it is idiomatic in the following:
You should never go back on your promise to a child. (fail
(
to fulfil )

ùMûUòG _òfûKê ù\A[ô
A[ôaû _âZògîZòeê Zêùc Ijeò~òaû @^êPòZö
The storm was so severe that even the sail
sailors had to hold to the ropes. (seize)

SWÿùZû`û^þ GùZ Zúaâ [ôfû ù~ ^ûaòKcûù^ iêelû _ûAñ fwe _KûAaûKê/ @UKò~òaûKê aû¤ ùjùfö
The ship held to her course in spite of the storm.
storm (keep to). SWÿùZû`û^ iù©ß

RûjûR ^òR M«aý _[ùe @ûùMAPûfòfûö (Rûeò eLòaû)
The storm was so severe that they had to hold firmly to the ropes. SWÿùZû`û^þ

GùZ Zúaâ [ôfû ù~ ùicûù^ \ééXÿZûe ijòZ \CWÿòKê RûaêWÿò ]eòaûKê aû¤ ùjùfö
The ropes to which they held were the only hope for them during the storm.

ùicûù^ RûaêWÿò ]eò[ôaû \CWÿ
CWÿò jó SWÿaZûi icdùe ùicû^u _ûAñ GKcûZâ iûjûbehû [ôfûö
The thief held out a gun and every one raised their hands in fear. ùPûeUò a§êK

ù\LûAaûùe
LûAaûùe icùÉ bdùe jûZ C_eKê ùUKòù\ùfö
The thief held firmly out the gun. ùPûeUò \éXÿZûe ijòZ a§êK ]eòfûö
‘Hold out` can also be used in metaphorical sense:
I don’t hold out much hope for his success in the examination. _eúlûùe Zû’e

i`kZû ù^A cêñ ùagò @ûgûaû\úú ^êùjñö
Will the water supply hold out through the summer? (to last) Rkù~ûMûY

MâúhàKûk ~ûK @aýûjZ ejò_ûeòaZ?
It is to be marked here that like most other idioms, ‘hold out’ is quite different from
its component words (‘hold’ and ‘out’) and thus it poses problems for the learners
and translators.
Hand the cases over to me, it is mine. cûcfûMêWÿòK ùcûùZ ù\A\òò@, ùiMêWÿòK ùcûeö
The command of the ship was handed over to the captain. RûjûRe _eòPûk^û \ûdò
ûdòZß

Kýûù_Ö^þu C_ùe ^ýÉ Keò\ò@ûMfûö
Hear me out, please; I’ve still a lot to say. (to
to listen (someone / something) to the
end.) \dûKeò ¤û^ \òò@«ê, ùcû’e @ûjêeò @ù^K KòQò KjòaûKê @Qòö
Your support helped the team on to victory. (to
to encourage someone or something)

@û_Yu ic[ð^ \kKê
kKê RòYòaûùe iûjû~ý Kfûö
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Your support helped the team undoubtedly on to victory. ^òüiù¦j bûaùe @û_Yu

iûjû~ý UòcþKê aòRd jûif Keòaûùe iûjû~ý Kfûö
The police kept after the criminal for a long time. (to
( continue chasing ) ù_ûfòi \úNð
úNð

icd]eò @_eû]úKê ùMûWÿûAfû/ ùMûWÿûAaû RûeòeLòfû/ @aýûjZ eLòfûö
The police ‘kept after the criminal. ù_ûfòi @_eû]úKê ùMûWÿûAaû Rûeò eLòfûö/ùMûWÿûC[ûGö
The criminal was kept after by the police. ù_ûfòi \ßûeû @_eû]úKê ùMûWÿûAaû RûeòeLûMfûö
Who did the police keep after? ù_ûfòi Kûjû_Qùe ùMûWÿûC[ûG?
Where did the police keep after? ù_ûfòi ùKCñVò ùMûWÿûAfû?
Get your hands off. Zêùc jÉùl_ Keòaû a¦Ke/ Zêùc (G[ôùe) cêŠ ùLkû@ ^ûjóö
The police at last caught the young jewel thief and led him away. ù_ûfòi @«Zü e^ô

ùPûeòKeò[ôaû ùPûeKê ]eòù^AMfûö
The police led the thief quickly away to the Police Station. ù_ûfòi Lêaþ gúNâ ùPûeKê

[û^ûKê ù^AMfûö
The girl led her little brother to school. Sò@Uò Zû’ bûAKê ÄêfKê aûùUAù^fû/ aûU

KXÿûAù^fûö (to guide something, someone or an animal to a place)
This road leads to Berhampur. Gjò iWÿKUò aâjà_êeKê ~ûAQòö
Who did the girl lead to school? Sò@Uò KûjûKê ÄêfKê aûùUAù^fû?
What (place) does the road lead to? iWÿKUò ùKCñVòKê ~ûAQò?
Her little brother was led to school this morning. Zû’ bûAKê @ûRò iKûùk ÄêfKê

aûùUA\ò@ûMfûö
The girl led her little brother quickly to school. Sò@Uò ^òR UòKò bûAUòKê gúNâ aò\ýûkdKê

aûùUAù^fûö
This road leads straight to Berhampur. Gjò iWÿKUò iò]ûikL aâjà_êeKê ~ûAQòö
Her little brother whom she led to the school is very clever. (Sò@Uò) Zû’e ù~Cñ

iû^bûAKê ÄêfKê aûùUAù\fû,
fû, ùi bû’eò aê¡ò@ûö
A school should not try to lead a child away from him family. (to influence
someone), especially to leave. aò\ýûkd _òfûcû^uê ^òR _eòaûeVûeê \ìùeAù\aû
aû aû LûiþKeò

QûWÿò~òaû _ûAñ _âbûaòòZ KeòaûKê ùPÁû Keòaû @^êPòZö
It was raining when I last looked out. (to direct one’s eyes outside) cêñ aûjûeKê

CŠòfûùaùk ahðû ùjC[ôfûö
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He turned and left her; but she looked after him with tears in his eyes. (=to watch)

ùi ZûKê QûWÿò ù`eòMùf; Kò«ê ùi Zûu ~òaû aûUKê @gî_ì‰ð ^d^ùe Pûjó ejò[û’«òö
She looked after him / the man ùi Zûu (ùfûKUò) C_ùe flý eLòùf; Zûue / ùfûKUòe

iaêK[û aêSòùf/ \ûdòZß ù^ùfö
She looked sorrowfully after him. ùi aòchð bûaùe Zûu ~òaû aûUKê Pûjóùfö
You must make up the
he time that you have wasted.(to
to repay a loss of money or
time) Zêùc ^Á Keò[ôaû icde KûcKê Zêùc beYû KeòaûKê _Wÿòaö
You must make up the time. ZêcKê icd _ìeû / beYû KeòaûKê ùjaö
You must make up it. Zêùc GjûKê beYû Keòaû CPòZ/ KeòaûKê aû]ýö
Pass the cake round so that
at everyo
everyone can take a piece.) to hand something round a
group of people.) _òVûUòKê Zêùc icÉuê aêfûA
ûA\òò@, ù~còZòKò icùÉ ùi[ôeê LùŠ LùŠ

ù^A_ûeòùaö
We passed a rope round the sunken object to raise it. (to make something go round
something or someone) aêWÿò~ûA[ô
A[ôaû Rò^òhUòKê C_eKê CVûAaûKê (aûjûe KeòaûKê) @ûùc ZûKê

Pûeò_Uê \CWÿòùe aû§òù\fêö
A rope was passed round the sunken object to raise it
it. Rò^òhUòKê C_eKê CVûAaûKê (aûjûe

KeòaûKê) ZûKê Pûeò_Uê \CWÿòùe aû§ò\ò@ûMfûö
The dinner guest
uest put down his knife and fork with a look of satisfaction. ùbûR^ _ùe

@Zò[ô Zé¯ I i«êÁ RYû_Wÿê[û’«ò / @Zò[ô LûAiûeò i«êÁ ùjùfö
The police are attempting to put down violence
viol
in the city. (to control, defeat, stop
something) ù_ûfòiaûfû ijeùe jòõiû \c^
\ (_âgcòZ) KeòaûKê ùPÁû KeêQ«òö
The knife and fork which the dinner guest put down are not traceable.

ùbûR^ _ùe @Zò[ô QûWÿò[ôaû K<ûPûcP còkê^ûjóö
Anybody who opposed the king was put to death. eûRûuê aòùeû] Keò[ôaû/ Keê[ôaû _âùZýK

aýqòKê cûeò\ò@ûMfûö
She put a finger suddenly to her lip
ip to signal silence. ^úea ejòaûKê iùuZ ù\aû_ûAñ
aû_ûAñ ùi

jVûZþ ^òR IVùe @ûwêVò ù\ùfö
I can see a bird up the chimney. Pòc^ò bòZùe ùMûUòG _lú [ôaû cêñ ù\Lò_ûeêQòö
We’ve taken on a house in the country for the summer. (to rent a home)
We’ve taken recently on a house. MâúhàKûk KUûAaû _ûAñ @ûùc Mûñùe NeUòG ù^AQêö
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I took the old man carefully over the busy road. (to cross something such as water
or road) aêXÿûùfûKUòKê cêñ iZKðZûe ijòZ bòWÿ fûMò[ôaû iWÿK _ûeò KeûAù
KeûAù\fòö
The director himself will take the visitors
visito over the factory. (to
to show some one
round a place). @ûM«êKcû^u ^òùŸðgK ^òùR KûeLû^û aêfûA ù\LûAùaö
ù
The two brothers are so much alike that their own mother can hardly tell them
apart. \êAbûA _eÆe ù\Lò
LòaûKê GùZ ùck Lû’«ò ù~ ùicû^u ^òR cû@ûaò ùicû^uê @fMû @fMû

PòjÜò_ûe«ò^òö
His frequent lateness will tell against him when promotions are being decided. (to
to
be recorded as unfavourable) aòk´ùe @ûiòaû @býûi _ù\û^Ü
_ù Zò ùaùk Zûu _ûAñ _âZòKìk

_eòiÚòZò iéÁòKeòa (Zûu aò_lùe ~òa)ö
I depend on my father. cêñ ùcû aû_ûu C_ùe
C
^òbðegúkö
My father on whom I depend is a writer. cêñ ^òbðe Keê[ôaû ùcû aû_û RùY ùfLKö
I depend entirely on my father. cêñ ùcû aû_ûu C_ùe iµì‰ð eìù_ ^òbðegúkö
Who do I depend on? cêñ Kûjû C_ùe ^òbðe Kùe?

Self-check Exercise: 4
A. Give the Odia equivalents for the following idiom
idioms:
1. To rub salt on the green wound.
_____________________________________________
______________________________________

2. To shoot in the dark. _____________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
________________
3. Too much of anything is good for nothing. ___________________________________________________________
_______
B. Translate into Odia:

1. Anyone who opposes the minister will be dealt with severely.
______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________

2. Anyone who opposes the king will be put to death. _______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. The meeting was put off indefinitely. ___________________________________________________________________
4. They abide by the rule. _____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
5. The employee accounted for the mistake. ____________________________________________________________
6. They have decided on fighting out the evil in the country. _____________________________________
____________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

7. Let us go back to what the Chairman was saying’. ________________________________________________
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

18.5 Understanding Idioms and Proverbs by The
Their Socio-cultural Roots
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Idioms specific to a particular society
Proverbs are also idiomatic in nature because of their invariableness and because
their meaning cannot always be predicted from their cons
constituents.
tituents. But in some
respects they vary from other idiomatic expressions such as idioms proper, e.g. ‘a
kettle of fish.’’ Some proverbs are full sentences or are sentence-like
sentence like structures
where the verb ‘be’ is ‘understood’. ‘Too much courtesy, too much cra
craft’
ft’ is one
such example where the be-verb
verb ‘is’ is understand. Most proverbs cast light on the
socio-cultural aspects of the people who use them and have their origin in that
society. In this sense they are culture-bound
culture
and socio-cultural in nature. For
example the Odia proverb:
ଅତି େଲାଭରୁ ତ ି ମେର (The weaver
weav dies from too much of greed. Too much
greed breeds misfortune.)
This idiom has its origin in a legend of the Indian society while ‘To carry
coal to Newcastle’ has its origin in Great Britain.
In order to properly understand such proverbs one should know their socio-cultural
socio cultural
origin. The socio-cultural
cultural origin of ‘ଅତି
‘
େଲାଭରୁ ତ ି ମେର’ can be traced to an Indian
legend teaching morality and wisdom: God offered a boon to a weaver. He asked
for a second head and a second pair of hands so that he could weave two pieces of
cloth simultaneously. He thought that this
t
would make him rich very soon. God
blessed him with the boon. Having
aving acquired the
th additional limbs, he started for
home. Some people saw him on the way and instantly killed him thinking him to be
a demon. This anecdote (short entertaining story or hearsay) implies that greed or
foolish use of an opportunity may be very harmful.
Similarly, to understand the implication of ‘To carry coal to New
Newcastle’ the learner/
translator has to know that Newcastle in Great Britain is abundant with coal, and to
carry coal to that place would be foolish, ludicrous and a mere waste of time,
energy and money.
Universal Idioms
Some proverbs, on the other hand are partly culture
culture-bound
bound and we find them used
in many countries. For example, proverbs like ‘A barking dog seldom bites’’
(ଭୁକିଲାକୁ କୁର କାମୁùWÿ ନାହ), ‘To err is human, to forgive is divine’, and ‘Man is mortal’
(cYòh Rúa^ lYbwêe, R^àùe céZêý ]îa) are not culture-bound and are universal in
nature. Their use or association is not confined to a certain country or countries
alone.
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Most of the proverbs are like sermons and they contain in them the wisdom of past
ages. They embody in themselves truth and exp
experience
erience of the innumerable
generations of humanity.
Odia
ia is rich in proverbs. Some of its proverbs have their formal and conceptual
counterparts in English as ‘A barking
rking dog seldom bites’ has one (bêKòfû KêKêe KûcêùWÿ

^ûjó); but most of them are conceptually equivalent to their English counterparts :
‘To carry coal to Newcastle’ is conceptually almost the same as ‘େତଲି
େତଲି ଆ
ମୁ େର େତଲ.’
Unique Idioms and Proverbs
Further, there are some proverbs in Odia which do not seem to have either formal
or conceptual equivalents in English:
‘େଗାଦରା େକାùWÿ େଯେତ ମାùWÿ
Wÿ େସେତ’ in English means: whatever quantity of
clay that an elephantiasis affected person digs (with a spade), presses it down
under his feet; and therefore all his labour is lost. This proverb is used when some
hard work done by a person is wasted unwittingly (@RûYZùe) or unwisely.
18.5.1 Understanding by Contrastive Consideration of Idiomatic Expressions
ressions
Containing Postpositions / Prepositions in English and Odia:
Prepositions in English proverbs do not pose
pos any special problem for Odia speaking
students and most other non-native
native speakers of English because they behave the
same way as in non-idiomatic
idiomatic sentences. For example prepositions such as ‘in’,
‘on’, ‘at’, ‘about’, ‘after’, ‘under’, ‘behind’, ‘into’, etc. do not play any different
roles in proverbs (which are idiomatic) and non
non-idiomatic
idiomatic expressions. For example
‘in’ in ‘Rome was not built in a day’ is not different from the ‘in’ in ‘The work can
be done in a day’, But problems arise where the conventional use of the
postposition (Odia has noo preposition) in Odia varies from the conventional use of
prepositions in English. A sentence in Odia and its counterpart in English can
illustrate this:
He is angry with me: େସ େମା ଉପେର ରାଗିଛ ି
The conventional preposition ‘with’ that collocates with ‘being angry’ in Odia is
‘on.’ Odia speaking English learners,
learners like most Indians, are carried away by the
habit of their mother tongues and consequently go wrong in the use of the English
preposition and most of them tend to write and speak ‘He is angry / annoyed on /
upon me.’
In Odia the equivalents of idiomatic phrasal verbs such as ‘put on’ (wear) ‘look
into’ (investigate)
investigate) do not exist and the Odia speaking translators tend to interpret
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their meaning
ng by taking into account the verb, and the preposition
n that follows and
consequently go wrong.
18.5.2 Understanding by considering the Literal and Metaphorical Meanings:
The nature of the postposition in O
Odiaa and preposition in English proverbs shows
that postpositions or prepositions are not responsible for the idiomaticity of the
proverbs; proverbs tend to be idiomatic because of their fixed form and
socio-cultural associations.
Guessing the meaning of idiomatic expressions is most likely to go wrong even in a
given context. Our students are already familiar with the meaning and use of many
proverbs in their mother tongue. You have to simply know the English equivalent
proverbs and idioms. However, all complex verbs and proverbs in English do not
have their equivalents in Odia. In such cases the idiomatic expressions may be
understood through explanation and contextualization. Some idiomatic expressions
are derogatory in implication and not fit for polite use. One should know the
appropriate context of their use.
(a) Let us consider a few tips for learning complex verbs some of which can be
used in their literal sense along with their idiomatic sense.
‘Incline to’: Let us consider both of its uses,
uses literal and idiomatic. If we
begin explaining this phrase first in its literal sense and then the idiomatic
meaning, we can perceive the meanings and usage more effectively.
ly. The
meaning
ning of ’incline’ as a verb is ‘to bend, lean or slope towards something’.
Now let us consider its meaning in this sentence:
Be careful round the corner of such a road where it inclines steadily to the right.

Now wee can frame a sentence using ‘incline to’ idiomatically:
My experience inclines me to the view that all people are not to be trusted.
We can guess the meaning of the verbal phrase here and understand the
suitable Odia equivalentt of the English complex
complex-verb: Xkòaû.
(b) All complex-verbs
verbs do not have an idiomatic meaning along with a literal
meaning. ‘Inculcate in’ for example has idiomatic meaning only. In such a
case its meaning may be explained
expla
by using it in a sentence:
Inculcate in: to fix (an idea) by forceful teaching in some one. E.g.:
We should inculcate good manners in our children.
‘Insist on’ is a complex verb that has more than one idiomatic meaning.
Insist on or ‘upon’:
1. to declare something firmly
firmly: Throughout the trial, the prisoner insisted
on his lack of guilt.
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2.. to urge, strongly demand: I must insist on paying my share of the mean.
Another complex verb is ‘live on’:
on’ It has at least two literal meanings and
two idiomatic meanings. We can get all the four meanings with suitable
example as this is used in our day to day life.
Literal meaning:
1. to have one’s home as (aûi Keòaû): Some Chinese live on boats.
2. to eat (Lû\ý _\û[ð):
): Cows mostly live on grass, husk and straw.
Idiomatic use: to live at the cost oof someone else (^òbðeKeò a*òaû): He has
been living on his sister for nearly a year; it is not fair when he is able to
work.
Consider the complex verb ‘look after’:
after’ It can be used idiomatically as well
as literally.
Literal meaning: to watch (someone or something) usually from the
back as he/ it moves away):
): He turned and left her; but she looked after him
with tears in her eyes.
Idiomatic use: to take care of, take th
thee responsibility for (someone or
something): Sarita looks after the children when their mother goes out to work.
(c) English proverbs such as ‘when in Rome, do as the Romans do’, ‘A bad
workman quarrels
els with his tools’, ‘To add insult to injury’, ‘People / those
those
who live in glass houses should not throw stones’ can be understood in the
following way:
‘When in Rome, do as the Romans do’.
Many people who go to foreign countries feel uncomfortable due to the
different culture, custom, manners and food habits. We should adapt
ourselves to these new surroundings. This consideration will remind us the
Odia equivalent, ‘ù~ ù\ùg
ùg ~ûA ùi `k LûAö’
A bad workman quarrels with his tools.
A bad workman does not hold himself responsible for his inefficient work;
rather his tools; by saying that the tools are not of good quality etc.
Similarly some people who are not good at something do not admit their
deficiency and blame some others or something, instead of trying to
improve their own skill.. This reminds us the Odia equivalent
equivalent of the
proverbs: ‘କାଟି ନ ଜାଣିେଲ କଟ
କଟୁୁ ରୀ େଦାଷ’ and ‘ନାଚି ନଜାଣିେଲ ଅଗଣା େଦାଷ’. A person
who does not know how to dance properly finds fault with the courtyard.
To add insult to injury.
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This proverb means causing offence to someone after one has already
harmed
d to him in some other way: When she arrived he said that he wished
she had never come, and then added insult to injury by not speaking to her.
This considereation will remind us the Odia proverb: ‘KUû Nû@ûùe Pì^ ù\aû’,
i.e, to apply lime to an open wound.
woun
People /those who live in glass houses should not throw stones:
If a person living in a glass house throws stones at others, there may be
retaliation resulting in the breaking down of their own glass house.
Similarly, if a person who commits vices him selves, makes allegations
against others, it is sure that others will retaliate in the same way that could
harm him selves as well. So such people should practise constraint in their
behaviour towards others. This consideration will remind the translator the
Odia proverb: ‘ଚାଲୁ ଣୀ କହୁ ଛ ି ଛୁ +କ
ି ି େତା ଦିହେର େଗାେଟ କଣା.The
The sieve is telling the
needle that it (the latter) has a hole in its body, although it has hundreds of
holes in its own body. The Odia equivalent is satirical in nature.
Too much of familiarity breeds contempt: ଅତି ପରିଚେୟ େଗୗରବ ନ
Literary meaning: Because of too much of familiarity with somebody
prestige is lost.
Metaphorical meaning: Let us not lose prestige by being too friendly with
somebody.
Necessity knows no laws: ଆତୁ େର ନିୟମ ନା ି
Literal meaning: No laws need be observed when a situation so demands;
i.e., they should not be literally observed in all circumstances.
Metaphorical meaning: Laws need be violated when a situation so demands.
They should not be literally observed in all circumstances.
To carry coal to Newcastle:: େତଲି ଆ ମୁ େର

େତଲ

Literal meaning: There is no necessity of pouring oil on the oil
oil-drenched
drenched
head as there is already plenty
ty of oil.
Metaphorical meaning: If somebody has enough of something there is no
necessity of giving him that very thing anymore.. It is unnecessary and
ridiculous.
This proverb is usually used when more of favours are bestowed on people
who are already muchh favoured while the have-nots
have nots (with no ‘oil on head’)
are ignored. New castle is famous for coal extraction. It is unnecessary,
ridiculous and foolish to carry coal to that place for any purpose.
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Morning shows the day or Face is the index of mind
Odia equivalent: Zêkiú

\êêA _Zâeê aûùi or

ବିଛୁଆତି ଦୁ ଇ ପ0ରୁ କୁ ାଇ ହୁ ଏ

Tulasi (Basil plant) smells well even when it is as small as having only two leaves
while the nettle causes severe itching sensation at that smallest stage on contact.
contact
The Basil plant proverb is used when promise of goodness is marked in a small
child and it is thought that this goodness would grow with the growth of the child.
On the other hand, a person uses the ‘Nettle’ proverb when he notices wickedness
in a child and thinks that this wickedness will continue to be there in the child or
will increase with the latter’s growth. In short, these two proverbs are used as
prediction regarding the quality that a child will have in future.
When in Rome, do as the Romans do:
do େଯ େଦେଶ ଯାଇ େସ ଫଳ ଖାଇ
One should eat the fruits of the country to which one goes. Metaphorically it means
that we should adapt to the circumstances in a new setting or environment.
Something is better than nothing: ନାହ ମାମୁଠାରୁ କଣା ମାମୁ ଭଲ
In Indian context, in general, and in Odia context, in particular, the maternal uncle
is a source of great help (material and otherwise) to his nephew and niece. In such a
case a physically handicapped maternal uncle will naturally be preferable to ‘no
no
uncle’ situation.. To feel the native touch of such proverbs one need understand the
social set-up related to it.
People who live in glass houses should not throw stones.’ Or,’ The Kettle
calls the pot black: ଚାଲୁ ଣି କହୁ ଛ ି ଛୁ +କ
ି ୁ େତା ଦିହେର େଗାେଟ କଣା
In spite of having hundreds of holes itself, tthe sieve is telling the needle that the
latter has a hole in its body. This implies that a person who has several vices him
selves, should not point fingers (try to defame) at others.
One cannot clap with only one hand: ଏକ ହାତେର ତାଳି ବାେଜ ନାହ
This implies that it takes two persons to make a quarrel.
‘To beat about the bush’ or ‘To shoot in the dark’
dark’: ଅ5ାରେର ବାଡି ବୁ ଲାଇବା The Odia
proverb means ‘To dangle a stick in the dark’,
’, that implies that someone is trying to
approach a subject without coming to the point.
To count chickens before they are hatched: ଅନାଗତ ଚେଢଇକି େବସର ବଟା
The Odia proverb implies the meaning ‘‘Preparing
Preparing spices (by grinding and crushing) for
cooking the meat of a bird
ird which is yyet to be hatched out of the egg orr which is yet to
be caught and brought home. The metaphorical meaning is ‘u
‘unnecessary
nnecessary planning for
something that has not been realized yet
yet’.
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Muddy water suits the crabs well: କ9ଡାକୁ େଗାଳି ପାଣି ସୁହାଏ
The crab can prey well in muddy water as its prey cannot see
ee it and it remains
invisible to its predators such as birds. This proverb is used when a person takes an
undue advantage of a mishap or troublesome situation. For example, black
marketers and hoarders
oarders making huge profits during war and natural calamities.. This
proverb is applicable in such situations.
If a creature lives in water it should not quarrel with the crocodile.
ପାଣିେର ରହି କୁ ୀର ସେ8 ବିବାଦ
The crocodile is much more powerful in water than on land. So it is dangerous to
quarrel with it there. This proverb implies the meaning ‘‘Do
Do not quarrel with the
mighty in the latter’s favourable locality
locality’.
େଢ9ି :ଗକୁ ଗେଲବି ଧାନ କୁ େଟ : Even if the paddy-pounder (paddy thrashing/
ing/
pounding machine) goes to heaven, it will have to pound padd
paddy there (to extract
rice). This proverb is used to refer to the constant nature of work that is not bettered
by changing one place for another, however better the second place may be.
Money is the root of all evil. : ଅଥ ଅନଥର କାରଣ
One slip does not end misery.:
misery. ଏକ ମାଘେର gúZ ଯାଏ ନାହ
Even if Magha (the cold month: December
December-January) comes to an end, it does not
drive away cold from earth permanently: it recurs year after year. The metaphorical
meaning is that ‘One’s
One’s misery may end temporarily but not for all times to come’.
come
Set a thief to catch a thief: କ<ାେର କ<ା କାଢିବû
Take out the thorn that has pierced your flesh with the help of another thorn.
Metaphorically it means to deal with a troublesome person one has to make use of
another such person against him.
To add insult to injury: କଟା ଘାେର ଚୂ ନ େଦବା
Literally the Odia proverb means ‘t
‘to apply lime to an open wound.’ Metaphorically
it means ‘to torture a person who has already suffered a lot’.
Too many cooks spoil the broth: ବହୁ େଲାକେର ମୂଷା ମେର ନାହ
Hunger is the best sauce.: େଭାକ େବେଳ @û´òkû ଆମ@ ସୁଆଦ
‘Ill got, ill spent’. Or ‘Easy come, easy go.’ ପାପ ଧନ AାୟBି ତେର ଯାଏ
A person spends his ill-got
got money lavishly as he has not experienced the hardship
of earning it.
When
hen you are in Rome do as the Romans do: େଯ େଦେଶ ଯାଇ େସ ଫଳ ଖାଇ
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This implies that one should adapt himself to the new circumstances.
Are sweets something unattainable for a king? ରଜାକୁ ଖଜା ଅପୂବ!
Nothing is unattainable be unattainable for those who have money and power.
Self-check Exercise- 5
Translate these idioms and proverbs into Odia:
1. Too much greed breeds misfortune ____________________________________________________________________
____
2. A barking dog seldom bites _____________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
___________
3. Man is mortal _____________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________
4. Too much of familiarity breeds con
contempt____________________________________________________________
____________

5. Necessity knows no laws __________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________
___________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

18.6

Culture-Specific Terms

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

18.6.1 What is Culture-Specific:
Man lives in the society in association with other human beings. The concept of
family, God, good and bad things and habits, fear and activities of natural forces
etcetera have given rise to many beliefs, practices and taboos that differs from place
to place and people to people. Just as they have developed many languages that are
quite different from each other. All these aspects together constitute the culture of a
particular society and the terms used for specific things, practices and beliefs are
termed as culture-specific terms. Since the practices and taboos of one place is
quite different from another, it is most likely that equivalents of the terms used
specifically in one society may not be available in another. This poses a very tough
challenge for the translator to find out synonyms of such terms in the target
language.
Every society has its own practices and culture specific activities. Muslims take out
tazias on Muharram and observe month long fast during Ramzan. Christians too
observe specific rituals on Christmas,
mas, Ester, and other occasions. All these terms
like Ramzan, tazia, Muharram, Ester, Christmas etcetera are culture specific and
cannot
nnot be translated due to absence of such practices in other societies. Idol
worshippers practice human-like activities for their deities like bathing, brushing
teeth, dressing them with specific costumes on specific occasions and so on and
these activities
ities are denoted by specific localized tterms. Such culture-specific
specific terms
are not translated, rather put as they
hey are in the target
target language while translating
such a text in another language where such practices are not there. A foot note
however is given explaining the term and the practice attached to it in brief.
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18.6.2 Taboos and Life-style:
A taboo (also tabu) is a social or religious custom placing prohibition or restriction
on a particular thing or person.
Every society has many such practices based on social practices of the people. For
example: Funerals, Christening ceremony, rituals on birth, appeasing the sspirits
pirits of
ancestors by offering oblations, observing fasts and specific worships, offering
prayers to deities and so on. Many taboos have crept up in such observances.
Taking food is prohibited in many such rituals. In Odisha, people don’t take non
non-veg foodd on Thursdays and Mondays, the days of worships like Ganesh Chaturthi,
Saraswati Puja, Dussehera etc. Santoshi Mata is worshipped on Fridays when sour
food is totally prohibited. Many taboos are based on blind beliefs; a few examples
may be cited here: It is a sin to clean the floor after evening. One should not move
on if a cat crosses the road while you are moving. You should not cut nails at night.
Metals, especially iron should not be given to anybody after evening. Instruments
kept on the worship place cannot be taken out even if it is necessary to extinguish
fire that has caught your house. In rural areas, people worship unknown deities to
cure fatal diseases like cholera, chicken pox etc. and think the deity will get
annoyed if they take the patient to the hospital. In remote areas, rustic people cause
burn injuries to babies suffering from disease thinking that the child is under the
spell of some evil spirit.
A translator has to be careful while translating such things. While the practices can
be described
scribed in the target language, the associated terms should be kept as they are
in the source language simply in transcript form, of course with a foot note giving
an idea of the custom or taboo.

Self-check Exercise-6
Answer the following questions within 50 words:
1. What do you mean by a culture specific term?
Every human society practices specific rituals and customs and have specific terms
denoting specific acts or objects. These terms are known as culture specific terms.
2. What is a taboo?
A taboo (also tabu) is a social or religious custom placing prohibition or restriction
on a particular thing or person.
3. Give two examples of taboos widely practiced in India.
(a) People stop proceeding ahead when a cat crosses the road in their front.

(b) Instruments kept on the
he worship place cannot be taken out even if it is
necessary to extinguish fire that has caught your house.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

18.7

Summing Up

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

Idioms and proverbs have their origin in the culture of specific human societies.
We have three types of idioms:
1. Universal: Some idioms are universal in nature and therefore have their
equivalents with the same literal and metaphorical meanings in various
languages of the world.. A translator thus is automatically reminded of its
equivalent in the target language.
2. Some idioms and proverbs have only metaphorical equivalents in various
languages having same contextual meanings. A translator should take the
help of his own memory and resources like Idiom thesaurus, dictionary and
friends etc to find out such equivalents in the target
t
language.
3. There are still some other idioms and proverbs, which are specific to a
particular culture having their roots in the legends and scriptures of the
concerned society. A translator has to create his own piece of translated
proverb in the target
et language or reproduce the text in a plain manner with
its contextual meaning.
Before translating idioms and proverbs or culture specific terms, one has to
understand its underlying meaning. A contrastive study and knowledge of the
nature of prepositions,, postpositions, verbs and adverbs, complex verbs etc in
the source and target languages helps us in perceiving the meaning of the
idioms and proverbs.
Every society has its own vocabulary based on the specific cultural activities
and life-style
style of the people. Rituals and taboos give rise to a lot of
culture-specific
specific terms that does not find equivalents in the target language that
is used by another set of people residing at a different distant place. Such
culture specific terms are given in the translated text only in the transcript
original form with a brief foot-note
note about the contextual meaning in the source
language.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

18.8

Model Answers to Self-Check
Check Exercises

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Self-check exercise-1
A. Fill in the blanks:
1. Idioms and phrases make a language and its literature more enjoyable and
effective.
2. Idioms and proverbs have historical roots, metaphorical meaning and deep relation
with culture.
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3. The concept of some idioms and proverbs are easy to understand; but some of
them elude all our wisdom and knowledge.
4. While trying to translate an idiom, it is very essential that we understand its
contextual meaning correctly.
B. Translat e into Odia:

To carry coal to Newcastle: ùZfò@û

cêŠùe ùZf ,

Hard up: KûùVA~òaû
C. Give the definition of ‘idiom’ as given by the Webster’s Dictionary.

Webster’s Dictionary defines an ‘idiom’ as an accepted phrase, construction or
expression contrary to the usual patterns of the language or having a meaning
different from the literal.
Self-Check Exercise-2:
A. Fill in the blanks:
1. some of the phrases may be used in a literal context or they may be used
idiomatically.
2. historical explanations of some idioms are given in some dictionaries.
3. The metaphorical meaning of some idioms is easier to understand when one

knows how it developed.
4. When one uses an idiom, some grammatical operations like the formation of
the passive are not possible
sible in all cases.
B. Give Odia equivalents of the following idioms and proverbs along with their literal
meaning:

kick the bucket: céZêý cêLùe _Wÿòaû, aûfUòKê fûZ cûeòaû; come down with: ùeûMûKâû«

ùjaû, Kûjû ijòZ ZkKê IjäûAaû; Spill the beans
beans: K[û aû ejiý IMûkòaû, aò^þMêWÿòKê aòõQò
ù\aû
C. Translate into Odia:
1. His mother was ill since a month, and finally sshe
he gave up the ghost last
night: Zûu cû@û cûùi ùjfû ùacûe [ôùf, ùghùe MZ eûZòùe Zûue _âûYaûdê
CWÿòMfûö

2 I could not go to you because it was raining cats and dogs the whole day::

\òò^ Zcûc cìhkû]ûe ahûð ùjaû ù~ûMêñ cêñ @û_Yu ^òKUKê ~ûA_ûeòfò^òö
3. Mr. Ramesh cannot be involved in such illegal deeds; he is the salt of the
earth: Eùcgaûaê Gbkò ùa@ûA^ MZòaò]ôùe fò¯ ùjûA_ûeòùa^ò; ùi iZýaû\ú
iZýaû jeò½¦âö
Self-Check Exercise-3
A. Give a one-sentence
sentence definition of ‘proverb’.
A proverb is a short pithy saying in general use, stating a general truth or piece of
advice.
B. Give one-word
word substitutionin

in English

and

Odia equivalents of the

following:
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call up: summon, WKûAaû; leave out
out: omit, (ùKøYiò K[ûKê)GWÿûAù\aû; look at:: see,

@^ûAaû, Pûjóaû, ù\Lòaû; make
ake out
out: understand, aêSò_ûeòaû; turn on: to start, Pûfê
Keòaû; switch off: to stop, a¦Keòaû; put off: post pone, iÚMòZ ùjaû; turn up::
appear, @ûiòaû;
C. Translate into Odia:

(1) The teacher called up the naughty boy: gòlK \êÁ _òfûUòKê WKûAùf
(2) Rani put up with her husband in spite of the atrocities inflicte
inflicted upon her:
Zcûc @ZýûPûe iù©ß eûYú Zû’ Êûcúuê ijý Kfûö
(3) I called on my friend in the hospital: cêñ ùcû iûwKê WûqeLû^ûùe ù\Lû Kfòö
Self-check Exercise: 4
A. Give the Odia equivalents for the following idiom:

1. To rub salt on the green wound. KUû Nû@ûùe Pì^ ùaûkòaû
2. To shoot in the dark. @§ûe Nùe aûWÿò aêfûAaû
3. Too much of anything is good for nothing. @Zò ùf´ê Pò_êWÿòùf _òZû
B. Translate into Odia:

1. Anyone who opposes the minister will be dealt with severely. cªúuê aòùeû]

Keê[ôaû ùfûK aòeê¡ùe KWÿû Kû~ðýû^êÂû^ MâjY Keû~òaö
2. Anyone who opposes the king will be put to death. eûRûuê aòùeû] Keê[ôaû

ùfûKKê cûeò\ò@û~òa
3. The meeting was put off indefinitely. ibû @^ò½òZ Kûk _ûAñ iÚMòZ ùjfû
4. They abide by the rule. ùicûù^ ^òdc cû^«ò/ cû^ò Pk«ò
5. The employee accounted for the mistake. KcðPûeú ^òR bêf _ûAñ ùK÷`òdZþ ù\ùf/
ùf/

lZò_ìeY ù\ùf
6. They have decided on fighting the evil in the country. ùicûù^ ù\gùe @^ýûd--

@^úZò aòeê¡ùe fùXÿA KeòaûKê ^ò¿©ò ù^AQ«òö
7. Let us go back to what the Chairman was saying’. @ûùc @¤l cùjû\d
d Kjò[ôaû

K[ûKê ù`eò~òaûö
Self-check Exercise: 5
Translate these idioms and proverbs into Odia:
1. Too much greed breeds misfortune
misfortune: ଅତି େଲାଭରୁ ତ ି ମେର
2. A barking dog seldom bites: ଭୁକିଲାକୁ କୁର କାମୁùWÿ ନାହ

3. Man is mortal: cYòh Rúa^ lYbwêe, R^àùe céZêý ]îa
4. Too much of familiarity breeds contempt: ଅତି ପରିଚେୟ େଗୗରବ ନ
5. Necessity knows no laws: ଆତୁ େର ନିୟମ ନା ି
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Self-check Exercise-6
Answer the following questions within 50 words:
1. What do you mean by a culture specific term?
Every human society practices specific rituals and customs and have specific terms
denoting specific acts or objects. These terms are known as culture specific terms.
2. What is a taboo?
A taboo (also tabu) is a social or religious custom placing prohibition or restriction
on a particular thing or person.
3. Give two examples of taboos widely practiced in India.

(1) People stop proceeding ahead when a cat crosse
crosses the road in their front.
(2) Instruments kept on the worship place cannot be taken out even if it is
necessary to extinguish fire that has caught your house.
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_________

19.0

Objectives

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________

This unit is about Standardization of Odia Terms and Expressions
Expressions.. After going
through the Unit the learners will be able to:
•

Know the meaning of standardization and why it is necessary
necessary;

•

Know the nature of English and Odia languages and learn how to create a
new text compatible to the nature and spirit of the target language;

•

Know the technique how to find most appropriate contextual equivalents of
English terms and expressions in Odia
Odia;

•

Give
ve correct form and sequence to the terms and expressions in Odia
beautifully so that the translation looks like an original text
text.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

19.1

Introduction

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

Translation has become an indispensable activity in the modern world.
Globalisation and ever increasing
ncreasing predominance of English in governance, law,
business and corporate world, science and technology and every sphere of human
life warrants that all important activities
ctivities carried on in English are translated into
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various local languages to make it accessible for the ethnic people of various parts
of the world.
During the process of translation a translator faces difficulty in perceiving the
correct concept of the original text
text; and on getting to it, his search for the most
appropriate term or expression
sion in the target language begins. A single word may
have very different meanings and contextual usage and accordingly may denote a
series of terms in the target language
language, out of which the translator has
as to select the
most appropriate one as per the conte
context
xt of the original text. The complex and
lengthy process of ‘standardisation’
tandardisation’ begins at this point.. The appropriate word so
obtained then has to be modified according to the tense, number, degree, voice,
person, narration and all other grammatical features as may be needed to give it a
natural shape in the
he target language. The
Then the words have to be arranged in the
sentence according to the syntactic rules of the target language. The sentence thus
obtained also has to undergo modulation according to the register
register (code) used in the
original text. All these activities are included under ‘standardisation’.
The most important feature of ‘Standardisation’ is that of using particular words
and terms for particular objects or activities throughout the entire geographical
geographical
region so as to avoid confusion or any type of ambiguity, especially in respect of
official dealings, education, law and judiciary and science and technology etcetera
and even in sports. Such standardisation is also needed while translating literatur
literaturee
when we come across idioms, phrases and proverbs etcetera.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

19.2

What is Standardisation

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

19.2.1 Meaning and Definition
Before we go for ‘Standardisation, let us first understand what is a ‘standard
‘standard.’’
th
The Oxford conscise Dictionary (10 edition) defines ‘standard’ in the
following way:
Standard: • n.

1. a level of quality or attainment.
a required or agreed level of
quality or attainment.
Brit. historical (in elementary schools) a grade of
proficiency tested by examination. S. African a class or year in a high school. 2.
something used as a measure, norm, or model in comparative evaluations.
(standards) principles of honourable, decent behaviour.
the prescribed weight of
fine metal in gold or silver coins. a system by which the value of a currency is
defined in terms of gold or silver. a measure for timber, equivalent to 165 cu. ft
(4.67 cubic metres). 3. a military or ceremonial flag. 4. a tree that grows on an
erect stem of full height. a shrub grafted on an erect stem and trained in tree form.
5. An upright water or gas pipe.
• adj. used or accepted as normal or average.
(of a size, measure, etc.) such as is
regularly used or produced. (of a work, writer, etc.) viewed as authoritative and so
widely read.
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The Oxford English-English-Odia
Odia Dictionary (1st edition) defines the word
‘standard’ as: n. thing, quality or specification by which something may be tested or
measured; yardstick or principle to judge quality cû^; @û\gð; required level of

cû^e _ì‰ð _eòcûY; average quality jûeûjûeò aû iû]ûeY cû^; ordinary
procedure iû]ûeY _¡Zò; song of established popularity _âiò¡ MúZ; flag ]ßRû aû _ZûKû;
a serving or used as a standard cû^ Êeì_ aýajéZ, _âûcûYòK; of average or usual
quality iû]ûeY cû^e; of reacognized merit or authority _eòPòZ aû iêaò\òZ cû^e;.
Standardise: Cause to conform to a standard, Standardization: cû^~êq Keòaû;
cû^KúKeYö
quality

Taking into consideration all above meanings, w
wee can draw the definition as:
‘Standard’’ is a level of quality and/or quantity of something that has been
legally or widely accepted by a particular society.
Hence ‘Standardization’’ can be defined as: The act of conforming to the
quality or quantity of something to the legally or socially accepted level in
respect of that particular object or activity by effecting necessary changes
relative to the accepted level.
Here in the present context we are dealing with the standardization of terms
and expressionss in the Odia text created by way of translation. Hence as per
the context here, we can standardize the meaning of ‘standardization’ as:
1. ‘Conforming the meaning of the terms and expressions used in the
translated text to the contextual meaning of the original text;
2. The syntax of the sentences to that of the target language;
3. The register (code, style) to the original text in the source language while
the terminology in the target language should be chosen according to that
particular register.
Self-Check Exercise-1
Answer the following questions within 50-100
50
words:
1. Define Standardisation.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
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2. What are the various steps of standardisation in the process of
translation?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

19.2.2 Why is standardization necessary
19.2.2 (A) Genereal Concept

(a) Every language has its own unique vocabulary, syntax, pronunciation,
accent etcetera without which it loses its identity. These aspects of a
language differ from language to language. For example let us consider
the following sentences:
1.

I am fond of curd:
Literal Translation: cêñ @Qò bf _ûG \jò
Though the meaning of the English sentence is conveyed up to some
extent in this translation, it does not conform to the syntax of Odia
language. Hence we have to standardise it as: cêñ \jò LûAaûKê bf _ûGö

2.

Your mother will not be able to go to watch the movie alone:
Literal Translation: Zêc cû@û ^ûjó _ûeòùa ~òaûKê ù\Lò
ù aûKê PkyòZâ GKêUò@ûö
Though the meaning of the English sentence is conveyed up to some
extent in this translation, it does not conform to the syntax
syntax of Odia
languae. Hence we have to standardise its syntax as: Zêc cû@û GKûKú

PkyòZâ ù\LòLòaûKê ~ûA_ûeòùa ^ûjóö
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3.

Radha dances pretty well:
Literal Translation: eû]û ^ûùP iê¦e bf
In this translation, though we get some indication of the original
context, but ambiguity remains as to whether Radha is pretty or her
dance is of good quality; or both are nice. Hence we have to
standardise the Odia text as: eû]û bf/ (iê¦e bûaùe) ^ûùPö

4.

She could win the medal because her co-participant
co
was sick.
Literal Translation: ùi _ûeòfû RòZò ùcWûfUò KûeY Zû’e ij_âZòù~ûMú [ôfû ùacûeö
In this translation, though we get the contextual meaning of the
original context, but it does not reflect the spirit of Odia language.
Hence we have to standardise the Odia text as:

Zû’e ij_âZòù~ûMú ùacûe [ôaûeê ùi ùcWûf RòZòaûùe i`k ùjfûö
We should note here that while standardizing the translated text in the
target language we have to shift positions of various words such as verbs,
adjectives, objects etcetera in the sentence;
sentence besides, we may even have to
add or remove certain words as we have added ‘LûAaûKê’ in the 1st
sentence, and ‘i`k’ in the 4th sentence. We can also see that in 2nd
sentence, we have taken the contextual meaning of ‘pretty’ as ‘iê¦e

bûaùe’ otherwise it would
ld have meant ‘beautiful’.
(b) Noteworthy here is that in some cases, such as idioms, proverbs and
phrases, we sometimes need to find out an all together new expression in
the target language sans all the words given in the source text.
Let us examine the following idioms:
A bird in hand is better than two in the bush. It will not hold good if we
translate this idiom in this way:

aê\û bòZùe [ôaû \êAê Uò PùXÿA @ù_lû jûZùe [ôaû ùMûUòG PùXÿA bf ö
This sentence does not convey any meaning in the cultural context of
Odisha. We therefore have to ponder into our memory or resources to
find out an Odia idiom that fits to this English one contextually. Thus
when we say ‘^ûjó cûcêV
ê ê KYûcûcê bf’, we understand that it means
‘something
something is better than nothing’.
nothing Thus we have to standardise the
equivalent Odia expression by pondering into the socio-cultural
socio cultural practice
in Odisha.
(c) Standardisation is also necessary because some times a single word is
used in different meanings in various contexts and a translator has to
to find
out its contextual equivalent, lest he should commit blunders. Lett us
consider this sentence:
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The speaker delivered a good speech
speech: aqû ùMûUòG bf bûhY _âia Kùf`
Deliver=give ù\aû, supply ù~ûMûAaû, give birth R^àù\aû aû _âia Keòaû,
speak out Kjòaû, etc.
Here we have to select and standardise the word in Odia according to the
context of the source text, and thus the translation should be: aqû ùMûUòG
bf bûhY _â\û^ Kùfö

(d) Similarly, sometimes for one word in the source language, we find many
equivalents in
n the target language; and in such a case we have to select
the most appropriate one according to the context of the original text.
text
Term = g± aû _\ (linguistics and grammar), gòlûahð (education) @a]ô
(Banking, insurance), @ûLýûù\aû
@ûLýûù
(literature & law),
See or look= Pûjóaû, @^ûAaû, ù
ù\Lòaû; However, the Odia word ‘Pûjóaû’
has two meanings, viz., ‘look’ and also ‘to wish.’ E.g.:
1.
2.

I don’t want to trouble you: cêñ ZêcKê KÁ ù\aûKê Pûùjñ^ûö
Look at me: ùcû @ûWÿKê Pûjñö

All these examples make it clear what is standardization in the context of
translation and why standardisation is necessary
necessary. A translator or writer has to
use the most appropriate and non-ambiguous
non
word by way of standardisation
for easy perception of the idea that s/he wants to convey to the reader.
19.2.2 (B) Need for standardization of Administrative Terminology
As we have seen above, a single word acquires different meanings with the
change of context; we have to be very careful about choosing words for official
language. Similarly, many
y a times, the same act or thing is denoted by different
words in the same language. However, we have to select a particular word for a
particular meaning in official language; otherwise it may create a lot of
confusion or give rise to untoward situations in governance,, legal matters,
media etcetera.. Needless to say that it becomes easy for the masses to work in a
particular language when we use the same vocabulary for things carrying the
same meaning.
For the purpose, government of India and the State gove
governments
rnments have been
engaged in the evolution of a common Administrative Terminology in various
languages of India through various departments. In view of the pressing need of
such terminology, authors, publishers and law houses too have contributed a lot.
Government
vernment of India has even set up a permanent Commission for Scientific
and Technical Terminology to develop, cause to develop and monitor
development of the vocabulary of administrative terminology in various Indian
languages. A translator should be aware of the rules laid down by the
Government and other constitutional bodies thereof from time to time in respect
of standardisation of administrative and technical terms
terms.
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19.2.2 (C) Need for standardization of Administrative Terminology in Odia
Though Odia has been used in official works in some departments since 1954,
we still have a long way to go. We refer to the English pattern every now and
then, and mostly depend upon its translation into Odia. We have to apply ‘Look
Back and Move Forward Method’; i.e
i.e.,
., look back how our predecessors worked,
and then move forward accordingly while using our own intelligence, wit and
vocabulary striving to make it more decent, intelligible and acceptable. We need
to bring the same kind of uniformity in Odia as in Englis
English,
h, in terminology,
language and expression in respect of the official works in various offices.
For this purpose Law department, Government of Odisha has published some
glossaries of administrative and technical terminology, sample usable common
notings, and drafts of letters, note
note-sheets,
sheets, office orders etc. in Odia in two
compilations, viz., ‘_âgûi^ g±ùKûg’ and ‘ieKûeú bûhû ijPe’ corresponding to
administrative terminology and noting
noting-drafting
drafting respectively. Besides, some
private authors and publishers have also tried to bring out such compilations that
have been of immense help for the beginners in the government and other
offices to work in Odia language.
In spite of the publications and circulars of the Government, all the material
available taken together is like a drop in the ocean. A person endorsed with the
job therefore has to refer to other private authors’ publications and even consult
bilingual or trilingual dictionaries to effectively complete his work; and while
doing so, has to select the most appropriate Odia synonym of the English term
according to the context of his work.
One should not coin new words when existing words are sufficient. However,
even after all the exercise cited above, one may not sometimes find a suitable
term to perfectly fit to his context. In such a case one has to coin a new word or
phrase taking into account the guidelines laid down by the Com
Commission
mission For
Scientific and Technical Terminology, Ministry of Human Resource
Development, Department of Higher Education, Government of India and those
laid down by the Government of Odisha on the subject.
19.2.3 Scope of standardization in Translation
We have
ve discussed in details the need of ‘standardisation’ in the previous section
that makes it clear that standardisation
tandardisation in translation has a very wide scope. It is
necessary at every step during the process of translation irrespective of the
subject dealt with in the source text; whether it is literature, law, science,
technology, media, sports, economics and whatsoever. Even the words change
according to the code or register used in the source text; whether it is classical,
intimate, baby talk or a formal one. Standardisation makes the translated text
more appropriate, accurate, easy to perceive, acceptable and useful.
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When we are speaking something for the common masses or say to the farmers,
we have to standardise our language, words, syntax and all, according
according to the
‘educational’ and social ‘standard’ of the farmers. If we use classical words and
expressions, the basic goal of our creation may fail altogether. We have to
standardise our language and terms taking into consideration our target audience
or readers so that the basic purpose of our job can be achieved.
Self-Check Exercise-2
A. Answer these questions within 100 words:
1. Why is standardisation necessary in respect of administrative, scientific
and technological terms?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
2. What steps have been taken by Government of India and State of Odisha
in respect of standardization of administrative terms?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
B. Fill in the blanks:

(a) A translator has to follow the ____________________________ prepared by the
Government and other constitutional bodies there of from time to time in
respect of __________________________
___________ of administrative and technical terms.
(b) Odia has been being used in _____________________ works in some departments
since __________________.
(c) Standardisation makes the translated text more _____________________, easy to
_____________________, acceptable and _____________________.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

19.3

Standardisation of Administrative Terminology

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Administrative field is the most complex area for a translator as it includes all
branches of activities of the modern man viz., governance, science and technology,
news, sports, telecoms, law and judiciary, banking and commerce and all that
except the field
ld of literature. Standardisation plays the most vital role in
administrative terminology because in this field we have to use a specific word to
denote a specific object or activity, lest it should be misunderstood elsewhere. This
is most essential for thee preparation of text books in science and technology in the
vernacular languages for the ethnic folk. The laws of motion or a chemical reaction
may be misunderstood if the terms and language is not uniform throughout the
stretch of the country and abroad. The court verdicts, laws formulated by the
government, the news, banking procedures and rules etc need to be prepared using
uniform terminology denoting the same thing everywhere, lest it should give rise to
untoward misinterpretations.
19.3.1 Administrative Terminology
(a) ‘Administrative Terminology’ is concerned with the day-to-day
day affairs of
administration of the government, department, institution, organization and
so on and the specific words or terms bearing specific meanings or sense
used in transacting
cting such activities. It is very essential that the administrator
uses the right and best words in that particular language so as to effectively
administer the rules.
Every branch of administration, science and knowledge has developed its
own vocabulary, and the standardized method has become conventional in
that particular department of administration or knowledge.
Since this branch of translation involves science, technology and official
language etcetera, it is absolutely necessary that uniformity of terminology
be maintained throughout the country. As has been stated earlier,
Government of India has therefore established
established a permanent ‘Commission
for Scientific and Technical Terminology’ under HRD Ministry,
Department of Higher Education that prepares and looks after the evolution
of such terminology. The Commission and various State governments have
published glossaries
ries of such terminology that is a reliable and most
authentic resource for the translator.
(b) Principles of Standardisation of Administrative Terminology:
Although this has been discussed in Unit-12,
Unit 12, it seems to be relevant to quote
here certain principles laid down by the Commission in this regard before
we proceed ahead:
1.
‘International terms’ should be adopted and transliterated in the
target language.viz., (a) names of elements and compounds, units of
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weights, measures and physical quantities,
quantities, (b) terms based on proper names,
e.g., like Marxism, Braille, boycott, guillotine, ampere, Fahrenheit etc., (c)
binomial nomenclature in such sciences as Botany, Zoology, Geology etc.,
Constants, e.g., , g etc., (d) common words like Radio, Petrol, Ra
Radar,
dar,
Electron, Proton, Neutron etc., which have gained practically world
world-wide
wide
usage. (e) Words from English, Portuguese, French etc., which are widely
used in Indian languages should be retained, e.g., ticket, signal, person,
police, bureau, restaurant, de
deluxe,
luxe, etc. (f) Similarly numerals, symbols,
signs and formulae, used in mathematics and in other sciences, e.g., sin, cos,
tan, log etc. will remain as they are. The letters used in mathematical
operations should be in Roman or Greek alphabets. Letters of Indian scripts
may be used in geometrical figures, e.g., K, L, M, but only letters of Roman
and Greek alphabets should be used in trigonometrical relations, e.g., Sin A,
Cos B, etc. (g) The symbols will remain in international form written in
Roman, but abbreviations
breviations may be written in Odia and standardized form,
e.g., the symbol ‘cm’ in Odia may be ùi.cò. only in books for children and
other popular works; but in standard works of science and technology, the
international symbols only, like cm., should be used.
u
2.
Conceptual terms should generally be translated, but simplicity,
precision of meaning and easy intelligibility should be borne in mind; by
selecting terms common to as many of the regional languages as possible,
and based on Sanskrit roots.
3.
Indigenous
digenous terms which are commonly used in our languages for
certain technical words, as Zûe for telegraph/telegram, cjû\ßú_ for continent,

WûK for post etc., should be retained.
4. Many terms like ‘Parliament’ (iõi\), A¬ò^òde (~ªú) etcetera have been
translated into Indian languages and both English and indigenous forms are
in use; so we can use any of the forms;
5.
Transliteration of International terms in Odia script should aim at
maximum approximation to the Standard English pronunciation
nunciation with such
modifications as prevalent amongst the educated circle in Odisha.
6. Hybrid forms in technical terminologies, e.g., Mýûùe<òZ for ‘guaranteed’,
ùKûWKûe for ‘codifier’, etc., may be adopted.
7. ‘Sandhi’ and ‘Samasa’’ in technical terms and Complex forms of Sandhi
should be avoided.
(c) Standardization of Administrative Terminology in Odia: Law
department, Government of Odisha has published some glossaries of
administrative and technical terminology, sample usable common notings,
and drafts of letters, note-sheets,
sheets, office orders etc. in Odia in two
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compilations, viz., ‘_âgûi^ g±ùKûg’ and ‘ieKûeú bûhû ijPe’ corresponding to
administrative terminology and noting
noting-drafting
drafting respectively. Besides, some
private authors and publishers have also tried
tri to bring out such compilations.
One should not coin new words when existing words are sufficient. In case we
do not find a suitable term to perfectly fit to the context, we can coin a new word
or phrase taking into account the guidelines laid down by the Commission For
Scientific and Technical
hnical Terminology, Ministry of Human Resource
Development, Department of Higher Education, Government of India and those
laid down by the Government of Odisha on the subject. The only rule that
should govern the admission of new words is to ponder, whether
er there is a need
for it, and whether it will be acceptable to all concerned.
Self-Check Exercise-3
Translate the following terms with their standard equivalents in Odia:
Hydrogen: _____________________________________,Carbon dioxide:

_________________________________________________
___________

calorie: ________________, ampere: ___________________
___________ þ; Marxism: ________________ ; Braille: ___________________;
___;
Guillotine:______________________;

Fahrenheit:________________________; scale:________________________________
_____ ;

Radio:___________________________, Petrol: ______________; Radar:________________; Electron: ___________________;

; police:
______________________; bureau: ________________________
________; restaurant: ____________________; deluxe: ________________;
Lens: ____________________; Department of Posts and Telegraphs: __________________________________________
continent:

_____________________

; Ticket:______________;

signal:

___________________________

19.3.2 Standardised Administrative phrases used in the annals of governance
In the above publications of Government of Odisha, standard forms of terms and
expressions, phrases used in noting and orders etcetera have been given that should
be adhered to by every t ranslator and person dealing with such aactivities.
ctivities. Though it
has been dealt with in Unit-12
12 in details, a few of them are given below for your
reference.

aòPû~ðý _ZâUò _ûV Ke«ê
PUC for kind perusal :
\dûKeò aòPû~ðý _ZâUò _ûV Ke«ê
Verbal orders:
ùcøLòK @ûù\g
Our discussion may be recalled :
@ûce @ûùfûP^û cù^ _Kû«ê
Notes above for kind perusal :
\dûKeò C_efòLòZ Uò_þ_Yú _ûVKe«ê
This is regarding… :
Gjû... iõKâû« @ùU
It is needless to mention that :
CùfäL Keòaû @^ûagýK ù~
It appears quite reasonable :
Gjû @Zý« ~êqò~êq ùaû]jêG
In this connection it may be pointed out that: G iõa§ùe \gûð~ûA_ûùe ù~
In view of the facts stated above :
C_efòLòZ Z[ýûakú \éÁòeê
PUC for perusal :
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@ûù\g ^òcù« ^òùa\òZ ùjfû
For favour of approval :
@^êùcû\^ _ûAñ
Query above :
C_~ðêýq _âgÜ
Observations of FD :
@[ð aòbûMe c«aý
As proposed :
Zûjûjó ùjC / Keû~ûC
As at ‘A’ :
‘K’ PòjÜ @^ê~ûdú
Please speak/ Please discuss /Please bring up : @ûùfûP^û Ke«ê / \éÁòKê @ûY«ê
Put up on 5th December :
Wòùi´e 5ùe ù_gþ Ke«ê
Put up after my return from tour :
cêñ MÉeê ù`eòaû _ùe ù_gþ Ke«ê
I agree :
cêñ G[òùe eûRò
FD Concur :
@[ð aòbûM ijcZ/ @[ð aòbûM ijcZò ù\CQ«ò
CQ«ò
FD regret :
@[ð aòbûM \êüLòZ
Ask him to explain :
ZûjûuVûeê ùK÷`òdZ Zfa Ke«ê
Let the officer submit his explanation :
@]òKûeú ^òRe ùK÷`òdZ \ò@«ê
This may be observed strictly :
GjûKê KWÿûKWÿò bûaùe _ûk^ Keû~ûC
Encashment of Earned Leave on Retirement:@aie MâjYùe @RòðZ QêUòe @[ûðd^
Office Memorandum and Endorsement :
Kû~ðýûkd iàûeK I _éÂûu^
Creation of Post :
_\iéÁò
Permanency of Temporary Post :
@iÚûdú _\e iÚûdúKeY
Letter of Appointment :
^ò~êqò_Zâ
Notification of Appointment :
^ò~êqò @]ôiìP^û
D.O. (Demmi-Official
Official Letter) Reminder : @¡ðieKûeú @^êiàûeK
Submitted for orders :

Copy forwarded to____for information and necessary action :
Gjûe ^Kf_____u @aMZò I @ûagýK Kû~ðýû^êÂû^ ^òcù« _VûMfû
19.3.3 Standardisation in Science and Technology
While the Commission for Scientific and Technical Terminology, Government of
India is engaged in preparing and publishing for common use the standardised terms
and expressions used in administration, science and technology, some of the
common expressions and abbreviations used in scnience and technology in odia are
given below:

@cæRû^, Carbondioxide = @wûeKûcæ, Centimeter = ùi<òcòUe, Force = ak,
Reflection = _âZò`k^, Refraction = _âZòieY, Chord = Rýû, Circle = aé©, Square = aMðùlZâ,
Cone = ùKû^þ, Cylinder = iòfòŠe, Welding = SùkA etc. Health sciences: qs = quantity
sufficient ~ù[Á _eòcûYùe, bd = bis in die or twice a day \ò^Kê \êA[e, pc = post cebus
or after food Lû\ý LûAaû _ùe, bc= before food Lû\ý LûAaû _ìaðeê, etc.
Oxygen =
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Every department has evolved its own glossaries of standardized terms and
expressions in which should be used at every step while translating
translating scientific and
technical terminology. In case you don’t have access to such resources, then just
transcript the English term in Odia script and proceed ahead. However, phrases and
expressions have to be translated properly as far as properly.
Self-Check Exercise-4
Translate the following terms with their standard equivalents in Odia:
PUC for perusal : __________________________________________ Gratitude _____________________
Our discussion may be recalled : ________________
__________________________________________________
Please speak : _______________________________________
___________________ Grievances ____________________
Creation of Post : _____________________Oxygen
Oxygen: _________________,Chord: ___________Cylinder: ________________
19.3.4 Standardisation in banking, Law and judiciary
An example can make the idea clear and easy to grasp. Let us examine the word
‘interest’ in its various usages.
In literature, ‘interest’ means ‘liking’ or ‘‘the
the state of wanting to know more and
more about something
mething or someone; a quality exciting curiosity or holding the
attention; e.g., ‘aa tale full of interest’ or ‘an interesting story’ means a subject
in which one is concerned very much. Thus, in literature, the term ‘interest’ in
Odia means ‘eêPò.’
However, when we use ‘interest’ in commerce or banking matters, it means ‘the
the
money that is paid for allowing some body to use your own money.’ You keep
your money in the bank, and bank pays you some ‘interest’. You borrow money
from bank or someone else, you pay him some money extra, and that is called
‘interest’. Thus, in Banking and commerce, the term ‘interest’ in Odia mostly
means ‘iê].’
In legal matters, ‘interest’ means the advantage or benefit of someone in doing
something; i.e., self-interest. So in
i legal matters, ‘interest’ in Odia means Êû[ð.
In legal matters, this term also means ‘a share or involvement in an
undertaking,’ a legal concern, title, or right in property, i.e., in this context we
can translate it as ‘bûM’ in Odia language.
Thus we see that ‘Interest’’ is a common term in literature meaning ‘‘aa quality
exciting curiosity or holding the attention
attention.’
.’ However, it acquires technicality
when used in commerce & Banking with the specific meaning of ‘‘aa small
amount of money received or paid for
fo lending a bigger amount to someone else;
and in legal matters with the specific meaning of ‘‘advantage
advantage or benefit of
someone in doing something like a crime or help etc., i.e., self
self-interest.. Thus,
‘interest’ is a technical term for Banking and Legal mat
matters
ters with their respective
specific meanings.
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Again, suppose the word ‘interest’ is used in a legal procedure with the specific
meaning that of the Banking sector, it will carry the technical meaning
according to its context therein. It is similar in othe
otherr cases as well. For example,
let us consider this sentence in a lawsuit:
“It is interesting1 that the accused made a fraudulent attempt to give his
own account number in the agreement with the sole interest2 of devouring
the large amount of interest3 arising
ing out of the huge investment made by his
ancestors, without sharing the same with other members of his family.”
Here the first ‘interest’ carries the normal meaning as in literature, its second
use bears the technical meaning of legal matters and the thi
third
rd ‘interest’ that of
the commerce and banking sector; although the entire sentence is the part of a
legal document.
We thus see that while translating the word ‘interest’ in Odia language, we have
to give different meanings or its Odia synonyms according to the context of the
text in the source language, i.e., English. Though a long list of such words can
be drawn, this one example is sufficient to make the point clear that a translator
has to be ever vigilant and judicious about the sense and meaning tha
thatt a
particular word is used, while doing his bit of job.
Nevertheless, it is very difficult to draw any such clear-cut
clear cut borderline among
various fields of administrative terminology, as these subjects most of the times
overlap each other; and what matters actually
actually is the context or sense that the
term is used therein.
Self-Check Exercise-5
Translate the following paragraph into Odia:
It was the first term of Ms. Anju Mehta in this school when she became the
Principal. She was so autocratic that no one in the staff was in good terms with her.
She shifted the mid-term
term and term end examinations of the lower classes simply
because she wanted to prepare the students for the Annual Day celebrations with a
good practice in dance and music etcetera.
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________
________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

19.4

Standardisation in literature

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

In order to perceive the importance of standardization in literature, you will
enjoy examining these two words in Odia and
and Hindi, both the languages being
very close to each other:

yeboj (in Hindi) means cûuWÿ (Monkey) in Odia,
but the same word a¦e (in Odia)
Odia means yebojieen in Hindi, which means a port,
where ships anchor and rest.
Similarly, the word ‘samalochana’
‘samalochana’(icûùfûP^û) in Hindi is used in positive sense
meaning‘criticism’ whereas in Odia it carries a negative sense meaning telling
the negative aspects of some one. These may be treated as the possible blunders
in Literal Translation.
Many activities like the
he sounds of animals ans birds, the stream etcetera are
denoted by specific terms in most of the languages that cannot be altered.
While translating them we have to use the same standardized terms, otherwise
our translation will become unnatural and unacceptable.
unacce
English
1. a murmuring stream
2. tinkling of the anklets
3. cawing of the crow
4. croaking of the frogs
5. chirping of the birds

Odia

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

KêkêKêkê^û\ò^ú SeYû
_ûCñRòe eêYêSêYê g±
Kê@ûe Kû-Kû eûa
ùawcû^u ùKñ-KUe eWÿò/ ùaweWòÿ
_lúu KûKkò

In such cases, if we write ‘cawing of the frogs’ or ‘chirping of the crow’, it will
not do. Similarly in Odia if we say ‘Kê@ûe KûKkò’ or ‘ùawcû^u Kû-Kû eûa’, then
we will become a laughing stock for others, because by doing so we are not
using the standardized terms specified or conventionally accepted in the Odia
language.
If we translate literally the phrase ‘Sky
‘Sky-scraper’, as ‘@ûKûgSûWÿê’ it will be a
blunder
er and mistranslation. We have to translate and standardise the expression
in Odia conceptually and select a generally accepted phrase that runs as ^b½ê´ú
or MM^Pê´ú in most of the Indo
Indo-Aryan languages. This expression has been

translated literally in almost all the languages the world over, but used with the
same meaning as a ‘lofty building.’
We can observe what type of blunders may be caused by literal transaltion and
not using the standardized terms meant for the specific words from a few
examples given below:
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1. ‘Ministry of External Affairs’ actually denotes

aòù\g cªûkd in Odia; but

its Literal translation will be aûjý Kû~ðý cªûkd
2. ‘cûVò@û’ means ‘earthen pot’ in Odia; if translated literally it becomes
‘Mother-stand’
Another example will make it clear how far standardisation is necessary and
how important is it in the field of translation.

3. The question of ‘three talaq’ in the context of Muslim women is a
sensitive matter: cêifcû^ cjòkûu ùlZâùe ‘Zò^þ ZfûK’ GK @Zò MêeêZß_ì‰ð aòhdö
However when we use the word ‘issue’ or ‘area’ in place of ‘matter’, the
translation of this sentence will be: cêifcû^ cjòkûu ùlZâùe ‘Zò^þ ZfûK’ GK @Zò

iù´\^gúk aòhdö
Nevertheless, translators generally commit the mistake of translating
‘sensitive’ as ‘ÆgðKûZe’ which means ‘impatient to touch.’
We should also be careful while translating verbs having multiple meanings,
particularly opposite meanings. The word ‘dust’ for example can be used to
mean ‘to remove dust’ and ‘to
to put dust or powder over something’. Look at the
English sentence and its translations in Odia
Odia.
We should dust the room before we occupy it.

GA ùKûVeúùe ejòaû / _âùag Keòaû _ìaðeê @ûùc GjûKê i`û Keòaû CPòZþö
If while translating the word ‘dust’, someone uses the other meaning of the
word ‘dust’ as ‘to put dust or powder over something,’ it will have a
ridiculous sentence like the following
following:

GA ùKûVeúùe ejòaû _ìaðeê @ûùc Gjû C_ùe ]ìkò aò*ôaû CPòZþö
Sometimes we also tend to confuse when the words look
look alike but have
different spellings and meanings. Say for example, if the speaker pronounces
‘diary’ as ‘dairy’, one may get a completely different meaning. Likewise, if an
interpreter is not aware of all the sounds of English, s/he may often guess a
different
fferent meaning than it is meant.
Let us see the following examples:
examples
1. The bandage was wound around the wound. Nû@ûUòKê Pûeò_Uê aýûùŠR
iûjû~ýùe aû§ò\ò@ûMfûö Here the first ‘wound’ is past tense of the verb
‘wind’, and the second one is a ‘cut’ or an ‘abscess’.
2. We must polish the Polish furniture. @ûùc ù_ûfûŠ ^òcòðZ `YòðPeKê
_ûfòiþ KeòaûKê ùjaö/ Keòaû CPòZö

3. The soldier decided to desert (QûWÿò~òaûKê) his dessert (`k) in the
desert (ceêbìcò)= ùi÷^òK ceêbìcòùe ^òR_ûAñ [ôaû `kiaê QûWÿò~òaûKê ^ò¿©ò
ù^fûö
[Dessert = ùbûR^ Keòiûeòaû _ùe Lò@û~ûC[ôaû còùVA aû `k]
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While translating such sentences into Odia, we should be very careful to
distinguish between the words having similar spellings/pronun
spellings/pronunciations
ciations but
different meanings, and choose
se the concerned standardised term.
Compound Words:
Compound words are made up of two or more word. The first group of
compound words means exactly what they say, e.g., afternoon @_eûjÜ,
anytime ù~ ùKøYiò icdùe, seashore iûMeZU, underground bìcòMZ and so on.
The second group of compound words means half of what they say, at least
in a literal sense, e.g., ‘bellboy’ ùafþ_òfû, involves a boy but not a bell––
though perhaps the boy used to materialize when someone rang a bell?
Likewise, a ‘bookworm’ Mâ^ÚKúU is not a worm but a human who likes to
read books.
Neologisms
A language may not have a word for a certain action or object that exists in
another language. After ‘globalization’ and ‘liberalisation’ became
buzzwords across the world, Odia language
languag too has coined and standardised
its equivalents viz. ‘RMZòKeY’, ‘C\ûeòKeY and aògßòKeY’. A few other such
newly coined and standardised words are given below:
Hospital:
WûqeLû^û
Police Station:
[û^û
Secretariat:
iPòaûkd
University:
aògßaò\ýûkd
Legislative Assembly
Assembly:
aò]û^ibû
Parliament:
iõi\
Member of Parliament:
Parliament
iûõi\
Membere of the Legislative Assembly
Assembly:aò]ûdK
Phrasal verbs
Standardisation is also relevant during the translation of phrasal verbs. The
words which constitute a phrasal verb have different meanings than the
meaning of the phrasal verb.
The firemen put out the fire within fifteen minutes.

@MÜògc KcðPûeúcûù^
úcûù^ _¦e cò^òU bòZùe ^ò@ñû fòbûAù\ùfö
The phrasal verb ‘put out’ means ‘extinguishing the fire’ or ‘to stop
burning’ but it literally means ‘putting something outside’.
A few more examples may be considered:
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English

Odia

1. The meeting has been put off until 1. @ûi«û gêKâaûe ~ûGñ ibûKê iÚMòZ
next Friday.
eLû~ûAQòö
2. The nurse looked after the patient
2. ^ið ùeûMúUòe bf ~ZÜ ù^ùfö
well.
3. I cannot put up with your mischief 3. cêñ @ûC Zêc a\cûiú ae\ûÉ
anymore.

Keò_ûeòaò^ûjóö

Collocations
Collocations are groups of words which are used together as a convention
by the users of a language to convey messages in a better way. A translator
has to understand the context well and use the respective standard
expressions in vogue in Odia
Odia. Let’s look at the following examples:
English
1. A great achievement
2. Bread and butter
3. Play the trick
4. Face the music
5. Give a hand
6. Doing a favour
7. Making a mistake

Odia
1. GK aWÿ i`kZû
2. \û^û_ûYò
3. PûfûKò ù\LûAaû
4. (KêKcð) `k ùbûMòaû
5. ijûdZûe jûZ aXÿûAaû / iûjû~ý Keòaû
6. iûjû~ý Keòaû (^câZûe ij iûjû~ý cûMòaû)
7. bêf Keòaû

Self-Check Exercise-6
Translate the following into Odia.
1. The thief who has gone underground hid all his stolen ornaments
underground. _________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. The Seashore Company had many seashore resorts._____________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Book-worms
worms have damaged most of the books kept in the almirah by
the bookworm boy. ______________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_

4. Some day or other, the people indulged in unsocial deeds have to
face the music. __________________________________________________________________________________ ____
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_

5. On sine-die of the
he parliament the MPs set out to look after their own
constituencies. _______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
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19.4.1

Standardisation in translation of Phrases, Idioms and Proverbs:

It is very difficult to understand most of the English phrases, idioms and proverbs
as they most of the times do not denote the same meaning as the words used
therein. For example:
1. Raise one’s (or the) standard: take up arms.
2. Cats and dogs: heavy rain
rain, cìhkû]ûe ahðû. It does not relate to the literal
meaning of the words used in this idiom. If we translate it as ‘aòùfA I

KêKêe’ it does not make any sense.
3. Save face: cêLf{û, i¹û^ elûKeòaû whereas it would literally mean ‘to
save the face from some probable danger.’
danger
4. Turnover:: ‘Turn’ in Odia literally menas move to some direction or the
time when some one is scheduled to do something. (aêfò_Wÿòaû, _ûkò);
); over
mean upward. However the phrase ‘turnover’ means the gross business
done by some body of any firm. In Odia this phrase would mean ùcûU

aýaiûd aû Kûeaûe
5. Tit for tat: ù~iûKê ùZiû
A translator therefore has to use the standard equivalents available in Odia
language for such expressions. We can still consider a few more examples:
1. ‘hard up’ implies the meaning ‘to lack money’: In Odia we usually say
‘KûùVAaû’; if we use it in the non-formal
formal register, and its standard
equivalent in the formal register will be:
be ùfûbKeòaû, KõRêiò Keòaû, Ké_Y
ùjaû etcetera.

2. Aftermath: This phrase has nothing to do with ‘after’ (_ùe) or math
(MYòZ), rather it denotes the events or situation after some terrible
happening is over. _ea©úð _âbûa, _âZò`k
3. Hari came down with smallpox: jeò ai« ùeûMùe @ûKâû« ùjfûö
4. The teacher called up the student who broke the glass in the corridor:

gòlK aûeŠûùe KûP bûwò[ôaû QûZâKê WKûAùfö
5. Ramesh called on his aunt in the hospital: eùcg WûqeLû^ûùe Zû’ cûCiúuê

iûlûZ Kfûö
6. Sarita put up with all the scolding inflicted upon her by her husband:

ieòZû Zû’Êûcúue iaê MûkòMêfR ijòMfûö
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7. Rani, will you please hand out the textbooks? eûYú, Zêùc ajòMêWÿòK UòKòG

aùXÿAù\a Kò?
8. He turned out of the college campus to find a huge turnout. (Gathering,

bòWÿ) at the venue of the PM’s meeting:
meeting ùi KùfR jZûeê aûjûeò _â]û^cªúu
ibûiÚkùe _âak bòWÿ Rcò[ôaûe ùù\Lòfûö
9. Boss turned Mr Gopal out of doors as he could not give the desired
output. @ûagýK cêZûaK
aK Kûc ùù\A^_ûeòaûeê (Keò^_ûeòaûeê) ùMû_ûkaûaêuê cûfòK

aò\û Keòù\ùfö
10. You have to bring home to me why you could not accomplish the job:

Zêùc KûjóKò KûcUò _ìeû Keò_ûeòf^ò ùiK[ûû Zêùc ùcûùZ aêSûA ùù\aûKê _Wÿòaö
Self-Check Exercise-7
Translate the following into Odia.
1. The aeroplane took off at six O’clock. _________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. He shook the dust off his head. ___________________________________________
______________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

3. The book has fallen down behind the rack: _________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

4. What’s behind this offer? ________________________________________________________
________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________

5. Your ideas are a long way behind those of to
to-day: ______________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

19.4.2 Standardisation Odia expressions through Syntactic modulation
The basic sentence structure of English contains the subject, verb and th
thee
object in the order of SVO (Subject
Subject + Verb + Object).
1. Meera loves ice-creams:
creams: cúeû @ûAÄâòcþ LûAaûKê bf _ûGö
2. Vikash sings beautifully:
beautifully aòKûg bf MúZ MûGö
3. Raghu cooks various indigenous dishes well
well: eNê aòbò^Ü bûeZúd Lû\ýý
bf eûù§ö

However, in the standard sentence structure in Odia, the place of the verb
and object is reversed; we write the subject first, then the object and then
come the verb In the SOV order: (Subject + Object + Verb)
In the complex sentences in English, we usually put the Main Clause first
and the sub-ordinate
ordinate clauses follow the Main Clause.
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1. I don’t
’t know when the train arrives: ùUâ^þ ùKùZùaùk @ûiòa cêñ RûYò^òö
2. Sabita saw a crow while coming out of her room
room:

^òR eêcþeê / ùKûVeòeeêê aûjûeòfûùaùk iaòZû ùMûUòG KûC ù\Lôfûö
3. People do not bother if you fast: Zêùc C_ûi ejòùf ùfûKue KòQò ~ûG

@ûùi ^ûjòñö
In English, there
here are a few conjunctions which occur at the beginning of
complex sentences. In such sentences the sub-ordinate
sub ordinate clause occurs before
the Main Clause.
1. Since you are a good singer
singer, I will refer your name for the
competition: Zêùc RùY bf MûdK ùjûA[ôaûeê cêñ _âZòù~ûMòZû _ûAñ Zêc ^ûñ

iê_ûeòi Keòaòö
2. Though I am physically weak
weak, I will try to save you: cêñ \êêaðk ùjûA[ôùf

aò ZêcKê elûKeòaûKê ùPÁûKeòaòö
Important to note here is that in
i Odia, we put the sub-ordinate
ordinate clauses
before the Main Clauses almost in all the cases.
He took three hours to climb up. (adverb):
(adverb) ZûKê PXÿòaûKê Zò^ò N<û fûMòfûö
He is climbing up the mountain. (preposition)
(preposition): ùi _ûjûWÿ C_eKê PXÿêQòö
I am going to wipe out all words on the blackboard. cêñ Kkû_Uûùe
ùfLû[ôaû iaê g± fòbûA ù\aûKê
aûKê ~ûCQòö
Come on, relax! Wipe out your tears: CV, ^òRKê i¸ûk! @ûLòeê fêj ù_ûQò\ò@ö
_______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

19.1

Summing Up

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

Many a times we find that a single word denotes varied meanings in the same
language. In such cases, we have to select the word having wide usage with
the most appropriate sense as the original word or expression.
Standardisation of such terms is very nece
necessary
ssary in the annals of governance,
viz. law, judiciary, media, science and technology so as to avoid
misinterpretations that may lead to untoward consequences. Government of
India has therefore set a Commission for Scientific and Technical Terms
under the Ministry of Higheer Education. All State governments are also set
to develop their own glossaries of standardized terms for official use.
Standardisation means selecting one of the many alternatives available in the
target language to avoid confusion at any
an level.
English and Odia are the languages of two geographical entities situated wide
apart from each other on the globe and are spoken by such people who
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represent completely different cultures. Therefore, it is quite natural that both
the languages have different morphological characters. Different types of
phrases, idioms and proverbs in both the languages have come into being
from time to time with varied usages, historial events and cultural heritage. It
is therefore quite natural that these literary expressions on one language may
not have the same etymology or genesis in the other language. However, we
can find out such other expressions in the target language that may convey
the same contextual meaning as the text in hand, albeit with a different
etymology
ymology or genesis. A translator therefore has to search for such
equivalents to produce a standardized document in the target language.
A good translation should conform to the exact contextual meaning of the
original text and to the standard of the target
targe language in respect of its nature
and syntax so that the new product contextually looks like an exact replica of
the original text while giving the impression such that it has been originally
written in the target language.
We can produce a good text in the target language by following three steps in
translation:
1. Go through the original text and perceive the contextual meaning of the
terms used;
2. Search for their equivalents in the standard terminology of the target
language as per the register used in th
the source language text;
3. Construct the sentences conforming to the standard sequence of the terms
as per the syntax of the target language, and the register used in the
source text.

Tools and Resources
1. _âgûi^ g±ùKûg, Law department, Government of Odisha
2. ieKûeú bûhû ijPe, Law department, Government of Odisha
3. Glossary of Administrative Terms, (English
(English-Hindi)
Hindi) Commission for
Scientific & Tech.Terminology
4. ^òbðêf ùfLûe cìkiìZâ, ù_âû. ^úkû\â
\âò bìhY jeòP¦^, cûfýa« _âKûg^, bêaù^gße
5. Oxford English
lish Odia Dictionary, by BK Tripathy & KM Patnaik, Oxford
University Press.
6. CAT softwares, digital dictionaries, thesauri and apps etcetera may also be
used with caution.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

19.1

Model Answers to Self-Check
Check Exercises

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________

Self-Check Exercise-1
Answer the following questions within 50
50-100 words:
1. Define Standardisation.
‘Standardization’ can bee defined as: The act of conforming to the quality or
quantity of something to the legally or socially accepted level in respect of
that particular object or activity by effecting necessary changes relative to
the accepted level.
2. What are the various stepss of standardisation in the process of translation?
Various steps of standardization in the process of translation are as under:
(a) Perceiving the correct concept of the original text;
(b) Search for the most appropriate term or expression in the target
language as per the register used in the original text.
(c) The appropriate word so obtained then has to be modified according to
the tense, number, degree, voice, person, narration and all other
grammatical features as may be needed to give it a natural sha
shape
pe in the
target language.
(d) Then the words have to be arranged in the sentence according to the
syntactic rules of the target language, of course as necessary to conform
the register of the original text.
Self-Check Exercise-2
in 100 words:
A. Answer these questions within
1. Why is standardisation necessary in respect of administrative, scientific and
technological terms?
A single word acquires different meani
meanings
ngs with the change of context.
Therefore we have to be very careful about choosing official
official, scientific and
technological terms? Similarly, many a times, the same act or thing is
denoted by different words in the same language. However, we have to
select a particular word for a specific meaning in official language, science
and technology; otherwise
se it may create a lot of confusion or give rise to
untoward situations in governance, legal matters, media etcetera. Needless
to say that it becomes easy for the masses to work in a particular language
when we use the same vocabulary for things carrying tthe
he same meaning.
(110 words)
2. What steps have been taken by Government of India and State of Odisha in
respect of standardization of administrative terms?
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Government of India has even set up a permanent Commission for Scientific
and Technical Terminology,
Terminology under the Ministry of Human Resource
Development, Department of Higher Education, to develop, cause to
develop and monitor development of the vocabulary of administrative
terminology in various Indian languages. The commission is working
vigorously and have published some bilingual glossaries of administrative
terms.
Government of Odisha has published some glossaries of administrative and
technical terminology, sample usable common notings, and drafts of letters,
note-sheets,
sheets, office orders etc. in Odia in ttwo compilations, viz., ‘_âgûi^

g±ùKûg’

and ‘ieKûeú bûhû ijPe’ corresponding to administrative

terminology and noting-drafting
drafting respectively. (101 words)
B. Fill in the blanks:
(a) A translator has to follow the terminology prepared by the Government
and other constitutional bodies there of from time to time in respect of
standardisation of administrative and technical terms.
(b) Odia has been used in official works in some departments since 1954.
(c) Standardisation makes the tran
translated text more appropriate,, easy to
perceive,, acceptable and useful.
Self-Check Exercise-3
Translate the following terms with their standard equivalents in Odia:
Hydrogen: jûAùWâûùR^, ~alûeRû^; Carbon dioxide: Kûað^WûA@KèûAWþ, @wûeKûcæ;
calorie: Kýûùfûeò, ampere: @ûµòdeþ; Marxism: cûKèðaû\; Braille: ùaâfò

Guillotine:

MòùfûUò^þ, Fahrenheit: `ûùe^jòUþ; scale: ùÄf, PûõQòaû, KûZò; Radio: ùeWÿòI, @ûKûgaûYú,
Petrol: ù_ùUâûf; Radar: eûWûe; Electron: AùfùKÖâû^þ; continent: cjû\ßú_; Ticket:
UòùKU; signal: iòMÜûf; iùuZ; police: ù_ûfòi; bureau: aêýùeû, ùK¦â; restaurant: ùeÁêeû<;
deluxe: WòfKè; Lens: ùf^è, ~aKûP; Department of Posts and Telegraphs: WûK I Zûe
aòbûMö
Self-Check Exercise-4
Translate the following terms with their standard equivalents in O
Odia:
PUC for perusal: aòPû~ðý _ZâUò _ûV Ke«ê ; Gratitude: KéZmZû
Our discussion may be recalled: @ûce @ûùfûP^û cù^ _Kû«ê;
Please speak: @ûùfûP^û Ke«ê; Grievances: @bòù~ûM; Creation of Post: _\iéÁò; Oxygen:
Oxygen

@cæRû^, Chord = Rýû,

Cylinder = iòfòŠe,
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Self-Check Exercise-5
Translate the following paragraph into Odia:
It was the first term of Ms. Anju Mehta in this school when she became the
Principal. She was so autocratic that no one in the staff was in good terms with her.
She shifted the mid-term and
d term end examinations of the lower classes simply
because she wanted to prepare the students for the Annual Day celebrations with a
good practice in dance and music etcetera.

Gjò aò\ýûkdùe PûKòeú Keòòaûe _â[c _ûkòùe @¬ê ùcjZû Äêfe _âûPû~ðý ùjùfö Zûue Êbû
Êbûa
a
GùZ c^cêLú ù~ aò\ýûkde ùKøYiò KcðPûeú aû gòlKu ijòZ Zûue bf iµKð ^[ôfûö aûhòðùKûiôa
^òcù« _òfûcû^uê ùKak ^ûP-MúZ AZýû\ò\òò bfbûaùe gòLûAaû _ûAñ ùi Zk ùgâYúMêêWÿòKe @¡ðaûhòðK
I iZâû« _eúlûKê aò Nì*ûAù\ùfö
Self-Check Exercise-6
Translate the following into Odia.
1. The thief who has gone underground hid all his stolen ornaments underground.
@ûcôùMû_^ Keò[ôaû ùPûeUò ^òùR ùPûeûA[ôaû @kuûeiaê cûUòZùk fêPûAù\fûö
ûAù
2. The Seashore company had many seashore resorts: iòùiûe Kµû^úe iûMeZUùe @ù^K
@Zýû]ê^òK ~ûZâú^òaûi [ôfûö
3. Book-worms
worms have damaged most of the books kept in the almirah by the
bookworm boy: Mâ^ÚKúU aûkKUò @ûfcûeòùe eLò[ôaû ajòMêWÿòK ù_ûK LûA~ûAQò/ LûAMfûYòö
4. Some day or other, the people indulged in unsocial deeds have to face the
music: @iûcûRòK MZòaò]ôùe fò¯ [ôaû ùfûKcû^uê \òù^ ^û \òù^ ^òR KêKcðe _âZò`k ùbûMòaûKê _Wÿòaö
5. On sine-die
die of the parliament the MPs set out to look after their own
constituencies: iõi\ @^ò½òZKûk _ûAñ iÚMòZ ùjaûùe iûõi
iûõi\cûù^
cûù^ ^òR ^òRe ^òaûðP^cŠkúe ~^ô
ù^aûKê aûjûeò_Wÿòùfö
Self-Check Exercise-7
Translate the following into Odia.
1. The aeroplane took off at six O’clock. CWÿûRûjûRUò

Q@Uûùaùk aòcû^NûUú QûWÿòfûö

2. He shook the dust off his head. ùi
3.
4.
5.

^òR cêŠeê ]ìkò SûWÿòù\fûö
The book has fallen down behind the rack: (literal) ajòUò [ûK _Q_ùU Liò_WÿòQòö
What’s behind this offer? Gjò _âÉûa _Qùe Kò ejiý/CùŸgý @Qò?
Your ideas are a long way behind those of to
to-day: Zêc aòPûeiaê ajêZ
_êeêYûKûkò@ûö
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

19.1

Model Questions

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________

A. Answer these questions within 250
250-300 words:
1. Why is standardisation indispensable in the process of translation?
2. Describe in brief the process of standardis
standardisation during translation so as to
produce a good text in the target language.
B. Translate the following terms using their standard terminology in Odia:
1. Hydrogen, Carbon, Carbon dioxide, Dyne, Calorie, Ampere, Marxism,
Braille, Guillotine, gerrymander, Fahrenheit, scale, Radio, Petrol, Radar,
Electron,
Proton, Neutron,
utron, continent, Ticket, signal, person, police,
bureau, restaurant, deluxe,
deluxe Lens, patent , Department of Posts and
Telegraphs.
C. Translate the following sentences into Odia:
1. During the day terrible wind started blowing that forced the speakers wind
up their meeting immediately.
2. The workers employed for loading and unloading goods called off their
strike as a good gesture of goodwill towards the new management.
3. The student standing under the tree could not understand what the teacher
said from a distance.
4. Raghav was firm on his decision to start his own firm for real estate business
at his farm house in the country side.
5. Tell me a tale about a tail.
6. Last week, that weak and wicked lady came to my shop for a wick.
7. While visiting the factory,
ctory, though everything was all right; while passing

through the corridor leading to the bathrooms, I found a trough containing
dirty water that had become a breeding froth for the mosquitoes.
8. It is interesting1 that the accused made a fraudulent attempt to give his own

account number in the agreement with the sole interest2 of devouring the
large amount of interest3 arising out of the huge investment made by his
ancestors, without sharing the same with other members of his family.
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